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A&S3RAGT
•This -study is am analysis'©f the luterrelatleaship
of domestio poliey and international relationso

The partic

ular focus of this study is the distribution of" foreign
sugar quotas to Latin American countries,

<

This study

"

reveals that legislation which is normally classified as
domestic legislation may have a profound impact on foreign
relations,

This is particularly evident in the area of

economic policy due to the powerful impact which the United
States has on world commercial activity.
The importance of the United States distribution of
sugar quotas is so great that most sugar producing' countries
in Latin America and outside the Hemisphere employ nondiplo
ma tie agents or foreign lobbyists to influence the policy
making process in the United States,

This study concludes

that the activities of these agents are dysfunctional.
This study examines three, basic questions concerning
the policy-making process for sugars

Where should the main

responsibility for a sugar policy be located?

Should

foreign agents be allowed to participate? Shat criteria
should be used for the distribution of quotas?

This thesis

concludes that Gongree# has done fairly well.in sugar legis
lations and that there is no need for an alteration of the
basic policy-making process, . However9 it is also concluded
vii

vlli
that the oomposi.tien of the participants •la the policy
making process should be altered to exclude foreign- lobby
ists.

Normal channels of diplomacy should be used for

country representation.

Criteria for the distribution of

quotas should include.^' the historical patterns of trade, the
demonstration of need, and the consistency with general
foreign policy objectives.
j

eH&rai i

Beeiai@n-making ©a matters ©f

©omplex process which Mas jaot received adequate attention My
political scientists*

In classifying the study of politics,

political scientists have tended to separate foreign policy
decision-making from the entire complex ©f governmental
d@©is Ion-making * While Mreaking the discipline down into
various convenient compartments such as American government
and international relations may Me necessary, it should
always Me recognized that such compartments are artificial

Studies on the deeision-making process is
policy and studies on- the effect of the policy process on
foreign policy are needed*

Stephen K* Bailey8s jg

Makes a -Law is a classic in the study of
domestic polities*

It follows the Employment Act of 19

through the legislative process and focuses on the pressures
which shaped the final act*

Bernard Gohen8s The Political

1* 'Stephen E* Bailey, Gwmress Makes a law
Random House, 19W 1 *

1

Process and Foreign Policy attempts to do the same thing for
a foreign policy issue-

p

Traditionallyj, studies on the role of Congress in
foreign policy have concentrated on explicit foreign policy
issues and have focused on the prestigious Senate Committee
on Foreign Relations and to a lesser extent on the House
Committee on Foreign Affairs-

For examplep the recent and

excellent study by James A- Robinson$ Congress and Foreign
Policy-Making deals only with explicit foreign policy issues
such as the Truman Doctrine, the Marshall Plan, the Yandenfeurg Resolution, and the Cuban invasion -^

Robinson does not

include the implicit foreign policy issues such as trading
agreements, agricultural quotas, desegregation in the South,
or travel restrictions-

However, these implicit foreign

policy issues may be as important to relations with foreign
countries as the explicit issues.
Traditional political studies on American foreign
policy ignore the affect the policy process may have on
foreign relations. Does the Hmited States policy process
complicate foreign relations^

Does it alienate countries, by

its slowness and indeeisivenessf

These are important

2- Bernard G- Gohen, The Political Process and
Foreign Policyg The Making of the Japanese Peace Settlement
[Princeton, Hew Jersey § Princeton University
3- James A- Robinson, Congress a n d __________
Makings A Study in Legislative Influence and Initiative
(Homewood, Illinoiss The Dorsey Press, Inc., 19671.
”

questions which must he answered if one is to understand the
full complexity of foreign policy0 ©ayton MeKean noted in
1949 that sugar sales were so important to the economy of
§uha that it maintained a lobbyist in Washington, but he did
not attempt to explain the implications of such an arrangementA
This thesis takes a specific implicit foreign policy
problem and attempts to analyze the decision-making process
within Congress and the foreign policy implications of the
process itself*

This study examines the distribution of

sugar quotas from 1962-1965°

Formally sugar would not be

considered a foreign policy problem*

Sugar legislation is

assigned to the House Committee on Agriculture and the
Senate Committee on Finance, not to either of the two
explicit foreign policy committees*
Chapter 2 attempts to demonstrate the importance of
primary products for the economic development and political
stability of Batin America.

Chapters 3 and Ij. attempt to set

the background of sugar legislation and note the important
issues involved and how they have been settled in the past.
A major part of this thesis. Chapter 5» is devoted
to a study of foreign agents and their influence on the
determination of foreign sugar quotas.

As Arthur Bentley

jij.. Bay ton ©avid MeKean, Party and Pressure Polities

(Boston:

Houghton Mifflin Company, 19l}9l7 p. 156°

states, ”always and everywhere our study must he a study of
the Interests that work through governments otherwise we
have not got down to the facts

Such a study, however.

raises certain fundamental problems» IFerhaps the most
troublesome is that of sufficient evidenceo

In discussing

influence on decision-making, it becomes difficult to prove
Bernard C. Cohen has stated this
problem clearly.
It is important to keep in mind that the evidence
in respect of the effectiveness of particular
groups or kinds of groups is rather slight and
unsubstantial| it consists more often of inter
pretations or impressions about the processes
involved than of objective and systematic obser
vations of political events and relationships.'
The purpose of this thesis is not to prove the guilt
or innocence of any particular Congressman or foreign agent.
It does attempt to gather impressions on the influence of
foreign agents. The final conclusion on the effect of
foreign agents on the legislative output might well be
similar to Bailey6s conclusion in Congress Makes a haw. 11It
5. Arthur Fisher Bentley, The Process of Governments A Study of Social Pressures (Bloomington, Indiana§
Irincipia .frees. Inc., 19^9ls p. 271.

6.
Samuel I. Bldersveld, “American Interest Croupsg
A Survey of Research and Some Implications for Theory and
Method,® in Interest Groups on Pour Continentsn ed. Henry if.
Shrmann .(Pittsburghs Bhiversity of Pittsburgh Press, 19581®
7.
Bernard G. Cohen. The Influence of Henon
Governmental Groups
o: s Morid
Peace Foundation, 1 9 5 9 p. b.

5

would fee diffiemlt to pi?©'?© that dii*©©t pressures ©£ the
Lito^Lafe lobby ©hanged a single Oongressional m i n d o T h e
main problem is that there is mo sophisticated research

design which cam accurately test the relationships between
interest groups and governmental decision-makers*
A final chapter is included to examine the three
major problems which arise in dealing with sugar legis
lation, who should determine'foreign quotas, what criteria

should fee used for the distribution of foreign quotas, and
what should fee don© to control the activities of foreign
agents *
It'is hoped that this thesis will convey an impres
sion of the complexity of inter-American relations and the
importance of •domestic” legislation to foreign countries*
In essence, this thesis is a study in inter-American rela
tions, or relations between political systems, but the
particular policy problem under analysis forces the author
to jump across the artificial compartments of political
science and to fee concerned with the political decision
making process in the sub-system*
8* Bailey, on* cit*n p* 97o

I

CHAPTER 2
.,

COMMODITY PRODUCTS AMD
UNDERDEVELOPED AREAS
Commodity instability
Latin America, like most underdeveloped regions9 is
characteristieally an exporter of primary products0 Typical
Latin American exports are industrial raw materials, fibers,
foodstuffs, petroleum, nitrates, wheat, meat, sugar,
bananas, and coffee0 In 1962 primary products represented
91# of all Latin American exports

©rouping together all

the less developed countries in the world, it is estimated
2
that primary products compose ©5# of their exports„ More
over, most underdeveloped countries concentrate on one or
two products3 They are plagued with what Peter Mehemkis
calls "the curse of monoeultmr© =

For example, sixteen of

the twenty Latin American republics derive more than half of
1„ Wendell Go Gordon, The Political Economy of
Latin America (Mew forks Columbia University Press, 1965),
2o John Pinous, Trade, Aid and Developmentg the
Rich and the 'Poor Natlons^Mew York § McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 196?), p ° 233 =
3» Peter R0 Mehemkis, Latin Americas Myth and
Reality (2d edo rev, $ Mew. Yorks The Mew American Library,
1966), p, 158o

their export earnings from one or two eommoditiesA

Bolivia

receives 73$ ©f its foreign exchange earnings from tin
exports! Chileg 61$ from copper exports! Uruguay$ 51$ from
wool exports! Bominican Republic, 58$ from sugar exports!
Ecuadors 63$ from banana exports# and Venezuela 92$ from
petroleum e x p o r t s B y using the Gini-Hirsehman coefficient
of commodity concentration, one can compare the degree to
which a country is dependent on a single export product,

A

coefficient of 100 would indicate that a country's exports
are composed of a single product.

In comparison with a

coefficient of 1®,8 for the United States, Colombia has a
6
coefficient of 85°0s> Honduras 62,7» and Brazil 61,2,
In
contrast, those countries which have a higher degree of
economic development have greater variety in their exports.
For example, Mexico has a coefficient of 35= 0 while Argen
tina has a coefficient of 28,7°
Economies which have the “curse of monoculture* are
plagued by fluctuations in their export earnings since both
the prices of commodity products and the quantities sold
tend to fluctuate from year to year.

For example, from

1901-1950 prices of eighteen major commodities fluctuated on
ij.. Ibid,, p, 159,
5,

Ibid,, pp, 158-59,

6, Michael Michaely, ©oneentratlon in International
Trade (Amsterdam: Horth-Holland Publishing Company, 1962J,
pp, 11?12,

the average of
19^ per year*

each year*

Volume of exports fluctuated

Export earnings fluctuated by 23^ per year*?

On the: average» foreign exports amount to about 20$ of the
totalnastiioaalL income of underdeveloped countriesP yet the
value of these exports can change by as much as 3©$ within
£>
one yeara
These fluctuations can be beneficial to under
developed areas like Latin America*

Robert L* Heilbroner

points out that a commodity boom in the first decade after
World. War II helped the post war economic growth of the
underdeveloped countries* 9
The trend in commodity trade $ however, has not in
general been favorable to the underdeveloped countries*

As

Table 1 indicates, the unit value of primary products (the
purchasing power of a unit of primary products) has declined
since 1953s while the unit value of manufactured goods has
increased steadily*

It should also be noted that while the

volume of manufactured goods has risen by 178 index points,
the volume of primary products has risen only 88 points—
one-half the increase of manufactured goods*

The under

developed countries8 share in world exports has declined
7* If* lio Kulski, International Politics in a Revo
lutionary Aee (lew Yorks <J* B* Lippineott Company, 19%)
p * ,221 *
8*

Ibid*

9® Robert L* Heilbroner, The Great Ascent g The
Struggle for Economic Development in our Time (lew Yorks
Harper & low, 1963), pp° 10^-05°”

FRIGE (mil VALUE) AMD VOLUME OP WORLD TRADE II
PRIMARY PRODUGTS All MA1UFASTURIMG
1953

195&

i960

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

Total

100

100

100

99

99

100

102

103

Primary

10©

96

93

91

90

Manuf.

100

103

105

105%

105

105

107

109

Total

100

135

161

170

179

194

213

228

Primary

100

124

1#

152

158

168

178

(188)

Manuf0

100

149

1@3

195

208

226

259

(2781

Unit Value of
World Exports
1953 = 10§

92%

95

(94)

Volume
1953 = 100

a.

Pro,
risi©Bal figures«

Somreeo Committee for Economic Developments Trade Policy Toward LowIncome Countries« June 1967? p= 360
. .

steadily from 31 <>5$ in 193>3 t© 2k*7% in I960„10

Stated in

yearly terms» since 1956 industrial nations have been
increasing their exports by 6.5$ per year while the less
developed areas have been increasing their exports by 2$ per
year.

This factor is extremely important for Latin America

since its exports have been increasing by only one-half of
1$ per year.

*1 T

Growth of Oommodity Exports
The economic reasons for the slow growth of commod
ity exports and the instability of prices are numerous. The
demand for primary products does not increase in the same
proportion as demand for industrial products due to their
low elasticity of demand.

A great many primary products are

foodstuffs such as bananas, sugar, and coffee.

The increase

in demand for these goods rises very slowly, for people are
more likely to purchase manufactured goods with any increase
in income than they are to purchase increased quantities of
foodstuffs.

This inelasticity of demand is common to all

agricultural products.
The slow rise in primary exports is also due to the
increased efficiency of industrial nations in their use of
raw materials such as copper and tin.

In 1900 the United

1@. William Butler, "Trade and the Less Beveloped
Areas,11 Foreign Affairs, XLX (January, 1963), 37k°
11.

Ibid

States used. 22 and one-half cents worth of raw. materials for
each one dollar of the gross national product, hut. fey 'I960
this was down to 11 and one-half cents (measured in constant
12
prices)0
Moreover, the recent increases in industrial
isation in the developed countries has heem in the area of
service industries and computers which require few raw
materials«

In 1919, k3% of the American population was

employed in manufacturing and cons traction, hut hy 1963 only
2>$fo ©f the population was employed in these industries which
draw heavily on the use of raw materials*

fhe use of syn-

thethies, especially since the Korean War, has cut down on
the needed quantity of primary goodsa Synthetic rubber,
synthetic sugar sweeteners, and the increase use of aluminum
have lowered the demand for some of hatin America *s
important exports»
The slow rise in the demand for primary commodities
from the less developed countries is also due to the fact
that they must compete with the developed countries even in
the area ©f commodity exports«

The United States and West

ern Europe are major exporters of primary products as well
as industrial products0 As Table 2 indicates, the indus
trial countries in 1963 exported more primary products than
the-less developed countries and had a larger percentage
increase than the.less developed,
12 e

The industrial nations

Butler, ou» eit», p» 37S°

GROWTH OF WORLD COMMODITY EXHORTS 1955-63

Region
World
Industrial Countries
Less Developed Countries
Latin America
Middle East
Africa
Asia

1955
($ Billions)

1959
v
(| Billions)

A 1963
($ Billions)

14.6,1

52,4

65.0

20,8
20,5

23.6
22.4

31.2
26.5

7.5
3.8
3.9
5.7

8,8
5.0
5.1
6,0

7.2
2,9
3.6
5.5 •

13
are net enly exporting more than the less developed, femt
their exports are growing faster as well,
Mhlld some tropical products such as coffee do not
compete with commodities in the industrial nations, other
tropical products do compete.

Sugarcane must compete with

extensive crops of sugarfeeets in the industrial countries of
Russia, the United States, and Western Europe,

The five

largest sugarbeet producers in the world are, in descending
orders

the Soviet Union, the United States, France, Boland

and West Sermamy,"^

The'industrial countries use protective

tariffs and quotas to safeguard their own sugar production,
The Committee for Economic Development has condemned the
high protection of domestic sugar in the United States and
other developed countries in light of the supply and demand
imbalance,
lot all of Latin America's commodity exports are
tropical products,
ers of cattle.

Argentina and Uruguay are major export

They too face problems in getting access to

the industrial countries' markets,

A particularly serious

problem for Latin America is the European Economic Commu
nity (lie).

About 20$ of Latin America's exports go to EEC

Statistics 1966 (Washington^
©ffiee, 196^1, p, 82,

W,S, Government Brin ting

ll}., Gommittee for Economic Development, on, cit,,
P o 11 o

Ik
eounfcpieSp so that any restrictive trad© policies invoked by
the BEG cat the demand for hatin American prodactSo^^

The

BIS has developed preferential arrangements with the
members8 former colonies.

These are located mostly in /

Africa and are called the Associated Overseas States (AOS),
The BEG preferential market encourages increased production
in the AOS countries which means a reduced market for Batin
American commodity products such as coffee, cocoa, tobacco,
and sugar.

The BE# has also invoked quantitative restric

tions on grains and meat, other important sources of Batin
American income,

These restrictive and preferential

arrangements mean reduced markets for Latin American pri
mary products.

The encouragement of African sugar produc

tion has resulted in an increase of Africa6s share of world
-a z

sugar exports from 6,6% (19iiS-S>2 average) to 11.%% (1963)0
It should be noted that there have been increases in
the external demands for petroleum and metallic primary
products, but this has not been true of agricultural prod
ucts.

In general, while the volume of exports of developed

15, Joe R, Wilkinson, Latin America dhd the
European Economic Communitys~ An Appraisal (Denvers Univer
sity of Denver, 1965), p. 13°
16,

Uncus, op. eito,' p. 251.,

e©mmtries- mere tkan doubled from 19SO to 1962a the demand
for I#atim imeriean primary pr©duets increased only S3$<>^
Price Fluctuations
Sine© price is •dependent @n smpplyB the above
factors which redmce the demand for primary products drive
down the price as well,

Agriemltmral products ar® partic

ularly susceptible to price'fluctuations since there is a
lag between planting the crop and the harvesting and pro
cessing phaseo

Consequently* agricultural production does

not respond quickly to the drops in price or in demand.

tieity in the short run* small quantities added to the •
market drive the price down considerably,

Therefore*

price fluctuations are greater than quantity fluctuations.
The United Nations estimated in 1961 that average short
period fluctuations im prices of commodities were
greater than fluctuations in quantity,^
IT, Sidney Dell* A Da tin American dommom Market f
(New forks ©xford University Press* 1966)* p, 10,
10, Robert 6, Hawkins* Jose % stein and Joaquin
donzales* Stabilization of Export Receipts and Economic
Development--International Commodity Agreements and
satory Financing Plans (New forks Institute of Finance$
I
-*

Polio-

19, United Nations* International ©omnensation. for
Fluctuations im Commodity Trade (lew forks Department of
Economic and Social Affairs * United Nations * 1961)* p, 3°

Fries flmetuationa are normally greater with primary
predmets than with industrial preduets sine© primary pred
uets are produced under similar conditions and therefore,

approach perfect competition in which it is difficult for
one country to capture a large share of the market and set a
stable priceo^®

Moreover, with the increase in the number

of countries seeking economic expansion, mere countries are
seeking additional sources of foreign exchange.

Needed

investment in primary products per unit output is less than
that required for industrial goods.

Due to the near perfect

state of competition, ©merging countries (like the A@S
countries) cam successfully enter the world market and take
away markets from traditional primary producers such as the .
Datin American countries,
Friees are further effected by the uncertain demands
of the industrial nations, Since most of the developed
nations have their own domestic sugar production, they
invoke tariffs and quotas to protect their domestic produc
ers,

However, since they normally do not supply sufficient

quantities for their own demand, they import the difference
between domestic production and domestic needs,

The insta

bility of the domestic production is thus transferred to
the international market.

Reports of a bumper crop in

Europe or the Waited States will immediately drive the price

©f sugar down while reports of a crop failure Mill boost the
priceo

fhis will fee examined more closely in the 19&3 price

increases«

The result of this price and quantity instability
has been to make the foreign exchange earnings of Batin
imeriea9 and the underdeveloped countries in general, quite
For example, a one cent drop in the price of

unstable.

coffee means a $J>0 million loss to the fifteen Batin Ameripi
can countries which produce coffee.
In 19&0 the highest
coffee price was 7J># above the average price for coffee
while the lowest coffee price was £©$ below the average.^
Underdeveloped countries■earned $980 million in sugar in I960.

In I963 this rose to $1,337* but the projected

figure for 1970 is between $8f>3-$875 million.

The pro

jected figure for 1975 is between $898-$921}. million.

This

is a 32$ decrease from 1963,^
The

Stability in
Earnings

The importance of price stability must not be over
looked.

The less developed countries look to trade with the

Communist bloc for generally its trading agreements are for
21.

Hehemkis, on. oit.fl p. 159«

22.

Butler, on. eit., p. 376.

18
a period of years at a fixed prieeo^* ’Exports from under
developed. countries to the ©Omunist bloc have increased
faster than exports in general, but the amount is still less
than 10% of their total exports0^

The chief disadvantage

to such an arrangement is that trade agreements with the
Soviet Union are generally on a barter basis rather than in
convertible currency.

Moreover, Soviet purchases may fre

quently be above its own needs and, therefore, it may resell
it on the world market and lower the world price,
Since commodity price changes do not move together,
not all countries are equally affected by price changes.

If

the economy is diversified in its commodity exports, a
decline in the price of one commodity may be compensated by
an increase in the price of another,

Countries such as

Argentina and Mexico with low Simi-Hirsehman coefficients of
commodity concentration (28,7 and 35°® respectively) are not
as affected by the decline in the price of one commodity.

27

Since their foreign exchange earnings are more consistent,
economic development can be planned and can continue at a
steady rate.

However, John lincus notes that of the Latin

2%, Paul Alpert, Economic Developments Objectives
and Methods (Hew forks fhe Free Press of #lemcoe, 1983J, .
p, 211,'
..

25° Pineus, op, eft,, p, 2^2,
26,

Alpert, op, cit,, p, 218,

27°

Michaely, op, cit,, pp, 11-12,

19
American eemnfcries, Shlle, Argentina, Brasil, am# Selembia

will faee seriems problems ia attempting to increase their
exports since they specialize in products with low elasti
cities of demando

Although as noted above, Argentina is not

faced with wild fluctuations of foreign exchange earnings,
it will find it difficult to expand its exports„
Underdeveloped countries must rely on foreign
exchange earnings in order to make purchases of needed
capital and consumer goods which are required for economic
development.
importso"

Staffan Linder calls these products winput

These are goods not produced in the under

developed countries but needed for economic development»
These are commonly capital goods but they may include con
sumer goods if these are necessary to satisfy the labor
pS
supply.
There is, therefore, an import minimum, an amount
which must be imported if economic development is to be
achieved.
It has been pointed out that as long as the stress
is on industrialization, imports in underdeveloped areas
will be concentrated on products which can not be adjusted
to short run fluctuations in exchange earnings,^

Industri

alization and economic development require, steady infusions
20, Staffan Surenstarn Linder, Trade and Trade
Policy for Development (New Yorks Frederick A, fraeger,
W W h p. iio
29,

Hawkins et al,, pp, cit,, p, 9»

of capital and not small bursts of capital« Seduced pro
ceeds from foreign trade not onlj reduce the amount of

private capital available for investment, but also reduce
the public revenue since ©xport-import taxes form a sub
stantial part of the public income<, While public revenue
can frequently help in short run price drops by infusing
added capital into the economys it can not do so over a long
period of time.

Moreover, while government capital may be

used to compensate for fluctuations, this reduction of
monetary reserves may lead to a loss of confidence in a
country’s monetary system and capital flight
Foreign exchange earnings are closely tied with
economic development, for without these earnings, countries
can not buy the needed capital goods« Sidney Bell has shown
the importance of commodity export prices to economic devel
opment by his finding that the decline in Latin American
export prices from 1955 to I960 was accompanied by a decline
in the growth rate of the national product to 1«7^ per
capita®

From

even lower to

I960

to

0 , 7 $ , ^

1963s

the per capita growth rate fell

As W® Iff® Kulski notes, foreign

exports are equal to 2©$> of the total national income of the
average underdeveloped country (as compared to Q% for United
30,' United Hations, op® cit®, p®
31®

Bell, op, cit®, p® 5°

18®
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States)s and yet these exports can vary by as much as 30^
from one year to the next,
The economic problems of Latin America are compli
cated even further by the fact that while prices of commod
ity goods fluctuate (and usually in a downward trend)s the
prices for industrial goods remain fairly stable but with a
constant upward trend-^

&s Table 1 demonstrated, the unit

value of primary products has decreased while the unit
value of manufactured goods has increased.

It is estimated

that the terns of trade for Latin America have declined by
21

The average for all underdeveloped areas is 12^-^

Raul Rrebisch has formulated the theory that this decline in
the terms of trade is inevitable and that the only hope for
the underdeveloped is rapid industrializationMany economists have rejected the terms of trade
doctrine,

Paul Alpert states that the spread of industrial

ization will itself increase the demands for primary prod
ucts despite the lower proportion required By the present
industrial powers.

As countries in Latin America develop,

their own domestic demands for primary productsshould
32,

Kulski, op, eit,, p, 221$ Butler,op, cit,, p,

33,

United Rations, op, cit,,p« 6,

372,

3%,

Bell, op, cit,, p , 10,
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expand as w@ll0^

William Butler states that the argument

of the declining terms of trade is based on faulty price
indexes which do not account for improvement in the quality
of manufactured goods or the reduction of transportation
costs.

He states that the theory dies hard, for it allows a

superficial interpretation of statistics and gives rationale
to the theory that there is a conspiracy to keep the under
developed countries from

e m e r g i n g ,

Despite the argument over the validity of the terms
of trade doctrine, it is certain that commodity prices are
unstable and that these fluctuations are harmful to the
economic development of the less developed countries.
Exporting primary products provides a means to acquire the
needed capital for development,

John Bincus notes that

there are three principal factors for continuing exports of
primary commodities despite their relatively small growths
(1) an immobility of resources, (2) high commodity prices
during the Korean War which led to expansion of production,
and (3) the ease with which a new country can enter the
market,37
Latin America’s demographic problem also points out
the need for an active agricultural sector.
3S»

Alpert, op, cit,,p, 211,

36»

Butler, eg,, cit,,p, 37$«

37=

Fincus, op, cit,,p, 233°
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Imfcer-Ameriean Advisory Gomraittee of the International Labor
Office has warned that Latin American manpower is growing
faster than it can be used.

It warned that this is partic

ularly true of the urban labor force and that projected
increases in industrial development can not adequately take
care of the labor increases-,^®

Expansion of the primary

product sector of the economy must be encouraged to employ
this surplus labor supply» Moreover, the Gommittee for
Economic Development has warned that any plans for economic
development must include the agrarian sector, for Hthe
growth of industry depends »• . „ on concomitant development
in agriculture,,®^
The commodity problem in Latin America is not a
question of colonialism or economic imperialism, but a
question of general economic forces.

As Ramiro Guerra y

Sanchez states, Mthe evil that confronts us is not really
colonial, but has been brought about by economic and finan
cial forces as likely to operate in &' free and sovereign,
nation as in a colony,®^®
38, Merman-Ingrey, “Gaps Found in Latin America, “
Christian Science Monitor, (Cetober 1%, 1965)» 2
39=

Committee for Economic Development, eg.

G i t ,,

Pb 11,
Samiro Guerra y. Sanchez, Sugar and Society in '
the Caribbean; An Economic History of Cuban Agriculture H e w
Havens Tale University Press, 196ij.1T p»

SonaaoctitY Stabilization Programs
A United Nations report in 1961 cam© to the follow
ing eomelmsion in examining the effects of commodity
instability§

.

fhe world will continue to need'a growing supply ■
of primary ooramodities and, so long as the under
developed countries continue to be the main
producers, it seems unreasonable that they should
be asked to bear the principal burden of the
harmful social and economic consequences that .
arise from the instability of commodity tradeo^"
It is generally recognized that in the long-run the under
developed countries must diversify their economies, but that
commodity agreements ©an be helpful in preventing excessive
price fluctuations in the short ramo

The criticism of most

commodity arrangements, however, is that they attempt to .
raise the price as well as erase fluctuations.,

Raising the

price to an artificially high level when supply exceeds
)|P
demand will only encourage further production.
©ne basic approach to commodity stabilization is
through commodity agreements by which the price is regulated
through cooperation of exporters and/or importers or through
an international organization by means of an international
buffer stock and/or an export quota system.

The major prob

lem with a quota arrangemen t--whereby each producing country
.!

p. 3@.

fyl.

United Nations, on. ©it., p. 1£>°

tj.2.

Commit tie© for Icomomie Development, ©p. cit.,
„

is assigned a qmota for the year— -Is. that it does met stabi
lize export earningss. for qmamtity and not price is the
variable,

therefore, if the priee falls9 qmetas will have

to-be redmced as well»

This ©omld result in a redmetion of

ho
total export earnings«

By establishing eowntry quotas,

qmota systems freeze the location of production and make it
difficult if not impossible for new and more efficient pro
ducers to enter the world market.^
A buffer stock arrangement requires am established
minimum and maximum price within which commodity prices aye
allowed to fluctuate.

The buffer stock is used to keep the

price within this range.

If the price is too low, the

international organization buys the commodity on the world
market in order to Increase demand and the price.

If the

price of the commodity exceeds the maximums thebuffer
supplies are sold dm the world market.
the demand and lowers the price.

stock

This action eases

However, such am arrange

ment also has many problems, Financing the buffer stock is
a major problem since there would have to be substantial ■
currency available to buy up excess production over any
lengthy period,
Heither of the two commodity schemes could operate
for a commodity which characteristically has a long range
I4.3,

Hawkins5, etal,, op, ©it,* p, 2©«

44-«

Gordon, eg. ©it,, p, 91,

trend in the market price.

If there is a persistent excess

of supply or lack of supply* the agreements become useless*^
Moreover* neither of these two arrangements corrects the

real diseases they merely attempt to alleviate the symptoms,
The essential problem is that there is a misallocatiom of
resources in the underdeveloped commtries,

This is the

problem which must tee solved— to relocate capital that is
teeing used to produce excessive quantities of primary goods.
It must tee remembered that this misallocatiom of resources
is at the expense of the less developed— the ones which cam
least afford such misallocatioms,^
A second form of commodity stabilization is the
compensatory financing plan tey which there is either a
temporary or permanent transfer of financial resources from
the #gaineps# to Ml © s e r s , A "norm price® Is established
and then the price is allowed to fluctuate naturally.

If ‘ •

the world price falls below the % o r m price,® importing
countries would have to pay the difference between the
market price and the norm price.

This plan does not inter

fere with the market price, but it also does not discourage

excess production.

It is also difficult to determine what

price should tee taken as the norm,
lj.fi>« lawkins et al,, op, eit,, p, 25°
I4.60

Ibid,, pp.. 22=23«

47=

Ibid,t p, 2So
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In 1961 the Whited. Hations recommended using the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) as the instrument for a
compensatory financing arrangement since it had vast mone
tary resourcesj, and since it has had experience in dealing
with commodity producers« Wnder this plan, if a country's
foreign earnings declined due to commodity fluctuations* it
could automatically receive 2f$ of its IMF allotment and
then further,increases as necessary,

the United Hatlems

also recommended long term credit transfers through such
organizations as the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development and the International Development Associa
tion*

Moreover* it recommended the establishment of am

insurance program for primary product producers to protect
against losses*

It concluded as followss

Our aim consistently pursued* has been t© devise a
fora of compensatory finance which* while not
creating any incentive to follow reckless policies*
would moderate the instability in the flow of
foreign exchange receipts and would therefore per
mit greater continuity in policies of economic
development in the underdeveloped countries*^0
Ooffee producing countries face the same problems as
.sugar countries in the instability of prices, on the world
market*

There is an excess of production which means a

national misallocatiom of resources* for unless price equals
I4.8 * United Hattons* on* ©it** p* 36*

the cost of. procbae-fcieh •there is a mi smse of resources,

if

the price is artificially high when supply exceeds demand#
there is no incentive for a redistribution of resourcesc
Howe makes the following observations
the onus of justifying the maintenance ©f artifi
cially high prices for coffee rests on the poli
ticians they have to prove that the waste of
resources involved is the least end o „ „ => The
problem can only be solved by a return to a costprice equilibriums anything short of that will
only be a choice of the least evil and as such no
solution o o o a
The longer the continuance of
artificially high prices# the greater the sum
total of wasted wealth# and as a permanent or
long lasting policy it stands utterly condemned#
even though it may be justifiable as the least
evil in emergency conditions«5®
In 1962 an International Ooffee Agreement was nego
tiated » As Rowe contends, this is a political agreement
which Is not based on economic reasoning# for it attempts to
maintain an artificially high price for coffee<, This agree
ment has worked out fairly well since Brasil and all the
Latin American coffee exporters are members and can there

fore control the market and set a stable price0

Such am

arrangement# however# does not exist among sugar producers6
There is no one country or group of countries which can con
trol. the sugar market.
ij.9o I. Wo P. Howe# The World's ©offees A Study of
the Economics and Polities of the Coffee Industries of
Certain Countries and of the International Problem (Londons
Her Majesty's Stationery ©ffiee# 19631# p. 18^°
50.

Ibid.'o p, 185o

Formallys there is an International Smgar Agreement,
It was established in 1954 by all the major exporters of
smgar (exeept Brasil and Perm) and the major importers0 It
established eountry-by^country qmotas and set a minimum
price of 3»25 cents per pound and a maximum price of 4»35
cents per pound.

If the price fell below the minimum for

fifteen consecutive days# the supervisory Sugar Gouncll
would reduce the national export quotas.

If no agreement

could be reached within ten days, all quotas were to be cut
automatically by

The same procedure was followed if the

price was too high* except that automatic quota increases
were 7°5$ instead of 5$>«

’
Votes were distributed in the

Gommcil in proportion to a country’s exports or imports.
Importers and exporters had 'equal votes.^
In 195© the agreement was renewed with Brasil and
Peru joining for the first time, so that the agreement
covered 95$ of the world market.

Howevers this figure does

not represent 95$ of world exports,

®he United States and

@rea,t Britain have preferential markets which are outside
the world market.

These two countries alone account for 5®$

of the world smgar trade.
In 1961 another conference was called at Geneva to
re-establish the national export quotas.

By this time the

51, See J, W, F, !@wes Primary Commodities in
International Trade- (Uambridgeg &glandi The University
Pressg 19&5FT pp-. 174“75»

States had eancelled'Saba's preferential market in
the Waited States,
world market,

$his qmantitj was thas thrown on the

Cuba demanded a total•sugar quota of 7«3

million tons (a total exceeding the combined total of all
other exporting sugar countries and a total greater than its
ability to supply).

The Council was deadlocked without

re-establishing any quotas,

While the Sugar Council still

meets and publishes statistics, there are no provisions for
regulating the sugar market.
In 196]? one hundred- nations "were invited to a
Geneva.Conference to help find a solution to the low sugar
prices as the result of a chaotic world market.

This con

ference was sponsored by the Whited Nations Trade and
development Conference (WNCTAD) with the following objec
tives:

C D to help those countries whose economies are

dependent on foreign exchange earnings on sugar, (2) to
maintain a stable price which will not encourage further
production but will be.reasonably remunerative to producers,
(3 ) to provide adequate supplies, (IjJ. to balance world con
sumption with world production, (5 ) t® organise the world
market, and (6) to further international cooperation on all
^
£2
sugar problems.
In 1965 and 1966 draft agreements for the re
establishment of the international Sugar Agreement were
02,

Journal of Gommerc®* August 18, I960, p, 22,

31
consider©#.*

Ifoey failed to be ratified due to a conflict

between the tropical eommtries9 with relatively low cost
can© production, an# the temp©rat® ceimtries, with rela
tively high cost beet prediction *

An informal Gentleman's

Agreement11 was conclmde# for producers only*

They agree#

not to sell sngar on the world market for less than 3*15
cents per peeuad*

This agreement was seem broken when Brazil

in June of 1966 sold 5©0,00© tons of sugar at less than the
agree# price
The World fricing;
The world price is determine# by open supply and
demand*

About one hundred years ago these commodity prices

reacted slowly to the world demand and supply situation, but
since the rise of rapid eemmmmicatiems, prices react almost
instantaneously to reports of crop failures or announcements
of the negotiation or cancellation of a large contracts*
For example, in 1965 the price of sugar rose by 0*1 cents a
pound due to a report by the Wmiom laoional d© Froduetores
de A’
suear in Mexico that it was cancelling its contracts
with foreign nations for 10®,©00 tons of sugar*

Since

Mexico's production costs average around % cents per pound,
Mexico preferred to store its sugar rather than to sell it
on the world market an# depress the price even further*
53*

Hawkins et ale., op* ©it*, p* 3®

At

that time the w©rld price was 2„5 cents per p o u n d © n the
other hand9 smgar prices fell when Mexico announced it had a
X@0j,000 ton contract with Japan,
Smgar prices flmctmate greatly with the mews from
one country,

Speemlatiom and hedging help keep the market

flmetm&tioms from becoming to© serioms.

Spot prices (the

price for immediate delivery) and fmtmre prices (the price
for smgar to he delivered■at a certain date in the fmtmre)
are msed to regelate wild flmetuations.

If fmtmre prices

are abnormally high, prodmcers will sell their present
supplies' ©n the fmtmre9s market,

"Shile the speculative

market eaeeurages frequent flmctmations in the world price,
the amount of flmctmations, at least in the short nan, is
msually small, ^

However, prices are determined by the

general supply and demand conditions,

The 1963 crop failure

in Barope forced 19&3 prices to a figure six times the
normal price.

Table 3 showing world spot prices for raw

smgar on the Hew York ©offee and Sugar Exchange reflects
this decrease of supply in 1963 and the excess supply in
54-» Robert Frost, “Sugar Prices.Rise in Mexico
Rumor, “ Hew York Timesn January 21, 1965$ p« lip.,
55. Rowe, Primary Commodities in International
Trade, op, eit,, p, 58,

1 9 % and 1965»

In 1964. world consumption was estimated at

6© million tons while production ran to S3 million tons.^
TAKES. 3
SBLEGTED BATA ON SWAB
Monthly spot prices of domestic and world sugar with quota
premiums or discounts on comparable basis
In cents per pound
Domestic8,

World?9
premiums or
discounts®

1961
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Calendar year

6,39
6,32
6.22
6.25
6.46
6,4®
6 .39
6,06
6,#6
6.19
6,29
S.hO

3*03
2.97
2.9?
3*14
3=35
3*20
3.05
2.SO
2,69
2.73
2*53
2.46

42.44
42.45
42*40
42,20
#2.18
42,33
42.38
42.29
42 041
42.50
42*80
42.98

6.30

2.91

42*45

6*45
6*37
6*43
6*43
6*43
6,45
6.-39
6*54
6*43

2.30
2,36
2.65
2.69
2.60
2*63'
2.92
3*24
3.18

43.23
43.IO
42.89
42.86
42*95
42.94
42,59
42*42
42*37

1962
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September

. 560 "Everett Martin» ^Surplus Sugar Stocks Expected
to Continue to Dampen frices/® Journal of Bommereea November
23 s 196^5 p » 1 «

TABLE 3”"6ontinm@d

B o m e s tie a

6»52

© c to fee r
N ovem b er
Be© em ber
C a le n d a r y e a r

Q u o ta
p rem iu m s
d is c o u n ts

isSL

3.28
3.65
4.29

*2.35
*1.90
*1.36

h M

2,98

*2,58

7>k$
9.4.2
9.34
8.7#

5,41
6 , 06
6.62
7.65
10,36
9=92
9.©5
6063
7.63
10.67
11.63
i©a3i

*0 04©
- ,15
- .47
” 028
- .19
-2.12
—2 . 00
— . 88
-1,09
-2=18
"3=23

8.18

8.50

-1.23.

9.29
8.02
7.33
7.43
6,6$
6.45
6.25
6,18
6,20
6,27
6 .1?

i©» 64
9.11
7.43
8.05
7.12
5=33
4,80
4" 37
3=71
3=7©
3.40
2.76

-2.28
—2.02
-1.03
-1.54
-1.39
* .20
+ °P
* ,89
*1 =57
*1,65
*1.85
*2.81

6,90

5.87

-* .11

6,85
6,79

2,41
2.25

■ *3=52
*3=61

6 olii4

-

¥ o r ld b

1963
6 .7©

Janm ary
P ebraary
M arch
A p r il
May
Jm e
J m ly

6 e8 ©

7o6l|,
@0 26
11.0#
8.7©
7,95
6065

S ep 'tem b er
O e to b e r
N ovem b er
B eeem ber
C a le n d a r y e a r

19%
Jammary
F ebruary
M areh
A p r il
May
Jene
J u ly
A u g u st
S e p te m b e r
O c to b e r
N ovem b er
B eeem ber
C a le n d a r y e a r

1965
Janu ary
February

TABLE 3° "Continued.

Domes tie

6.61

March
April
May

6.59
6-73

a.
York, duty paid.

b'
%i©ta .
World
premiums ©r
diseounts®
^3*0^
*3-25
43.^2

Spot price No- 7 contract, hulk sugar at lew

h. Spot price Mo. 8 contract, bagged sugar, f.o.b.
and stowed at greater Caribbean ports, including Brazil.
.o. Domestic price adjusted t© comparable basis with
world price by deducting duty, freight, insurance, unloading
charges, and adding bag allowance before calculating differ^
ential from world price.
Source. W.S. House of Representatives, Sommitte© on
Agriculture, Selected Data on Sugar Under the Sugar Act of
19&8, As Amended by the Sugar Act Amendments ©flfS'2T~B9 th
Gong,, 1st Sess., IfbS, p T i T
The supply, and therefore price, of sugar on the
world market is greatly affected by the activity of the
Gommumist bloo—-whose sugar trade is not normally on the
world market.

For example, 6uba8s sugar production in 196S

was approximately five million tons.

While most of this was

committed to the Soviet Wniom through a barter arrangement,
Guba exported sugar on the world market to gain foreign
exchange credits by using "cover countries.11 For example,
in 19SS> the Waited Arab Republic, a large importer from

Sitb&s sold

tons to Sweden ©n the world m a r k e t 2 3 a ©

196^.-65 prioe oollapse was largely due to the recovery of
the Qmhan sugar economy to Its pr©-Castro

l e v e l s

=5®

xts

product!on was two million tons mere than its 196364 production^

Castro’s threat to undersell any country ©21

the world market also put a downward trend on the world
Es©
sugar market.
In August If65s the price of sugar ©n the world
market fell

to the postwar low of 1,6® cents per pound and

by November If65s it hadrisen to only 1,95 c e n t s I f

a

country had sold 10®,@0® tons©f sugar on the world market
in November of 1963s it would have received $23$260s006,
Exactly tw© years later$ this same 1®0>©0® tens of sugar was
worth $3s9®@s0®@-=a reduction of $19s36@s®@@ in foreign
exchange earnings„
As fable 3 indicates$ the Wnited States domestic
price is normally two to three cents above the world price,
She sugar shortage in 1963 placed great demands on the world
market and forced world prices above the Wnited States price,
the Waited States price has not fallen below six cents a
57<>W a ll Street J o u r n a l 9
58,

May 7 s 1965® p, 22.

Journal of Commerce<, August

1965s p, 1,

59, H0 J. Maidenberg$ “Erie® Ear In Sugar looms ©a
Horizons" New York fimes« (February 28$ 19653# Section 111$
p. Id'
6®.

Bverett$ op, cit,$ p. 1,

pommio

$h@ importam©© ©f aeeess t© the Imitsd States market

is apparent when ene eensiders' that Hexiee's average ©©at ef
preSnetien is areemd % eents per peand«^

If 1962 is taken

as a normal year, the 1962 yearly prie© average was 6oiy>
eents for the United States prie© and 2o9§ eents for the
world prie©« By selling 100aS0© tons to the United States,
Mexiee eomld earn nrofits of $%.,9 million, M t toy selling ©a

the world market, it would lose $2<,% milli@a0 In fenesmela
the importano© of. the United States market is even greater
sin©® its prodmetion cost is around six eents per pound*
The importance of sugar trad© to ha tin America and
other underdeveloped regions earn" be seen fey the fact that
sugar ranks ninth in the value of exports of world o©mmod»
iti@S““$l0i}.98 billion or 2o7$ ef the value of total world
exports of primary products.

Sugar ranks second behind

coffee in the value of United States imports of agricultural
products, In 1961$. United States ©offee imports were valued
at $1,©75»3@2,©0© and sugar imports were valued at
$44.32515s000 out of a total value of agricultural imports of
$32987,208,000„^

Oonseguemtly, almost one=half of United

61, ■ Ibid,
62, Rowe, Primary Commodities in International
Trade, op, cit,, p, 5*
63, U,S, Department of Agriculture, Agricultural
Statistics 1966 (Washington, 1,-6, s Covernment Printing
©ffice, m W T w w , S97”99»

States eeBme&ity imports (fey iralme) are. two Latin America's
most important eommodity exports0
% e eliehe'that trade is more important than aid is
demonstrated fey the fast that in If60 total exports of the
underdeveloped areas totaled $31 feillion while the total
flow of foreign aid and private investment equalled only $@
feillion,^

The amount of annual flmetuations has sometimes

exceeded the total amount of foreign aid received fey a
country,Moreover, trade does not increase the defet
femrden of underdeveloped countries as foreign aid does,
Indebtedness of the less developed countries had reached
$16,^2 feillion fey If65=-^

By increasing the foreign

exchange earnings of the less developed through increased
trade, the less developed generally increase their purchases
from the developed®

From If60 ■to 196%, the less developed

countries not only spent all their earnings from increased
exports t© the United States on American imports, tout they .
also spent a substantial part of their increased earnings
6?
from other markets for American goods,
6%,

Butler, op. ©It®„ p„ 372,

6$,

Alpert, op, eit., p. 211*

66* Committee for Economic Development, op* cit*,
P o %10

67* John ¥* Evans, U* S* TradePolicy g lewLegisla
tion for the Next Round'(lew forks ■larper and low, IfSTIT
p* S3*
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$h@ im p o r t a n c e o f the'Waited S t a t e s m a r k e t t o L a t i n
imerica is stressed by the fact that

of the world's .

stager imports are covered by special trading agreements,
leaving only 30$ of the imports for the world marketo^®
fmrchases made by the Soviet blee,.#reat Britain and the
Wnited States are mot ineladed in the world market«

These.

cowtries have special trading relations with producing
©ountrieso

The United States is the largest sugar importer

(4.0I million tons per year) while ©reat Britain is the
secon d la r g e s t

( iv f m illio n

to n s p e r y e a r )*

W e s t e r n E u r o p e a n a r e a im p o r t s o n l y I d

year*

69

T he e n t i r e

m illio n

to n s p er

Moreover, two«=•thirds of all sugar consumed is pro=

dueed in the consuming country*

7®

©onseqmently, the world market is essentially a
surplus market for “homeless11 sugar which is purchased to
supplement domestic production* 7 1

It is sold at distress

prices, for countries with surplus stocks would rather sell
at below cost than take a complete financial loss*

As long

as a country has access to a preferential market with a
68*

Journal of Commerce* August

1965, p*.23*

69* Rowe, Primary Commodities in International
Trade, op* cit** p* 31*
70* Boston College, College of Business Administra
tion, New York Coffee and Sugar Exchange, In©*| Its Role in
the Marketing of Smgar^Wew Yorks Hobbs, Borman and Com
pany, 196517 p«> 3ko
71*

Ibid** p* 3S«

M g h e r price tiaam the cost ©f prodmeticn, it can afford to

take a small loss on the world market.

However9 if a

c o m try does mot have access to a preferential' market g it is
"
(
doomed wless world prices increase to levels above the cost
of proddetiono
Sugar legislation is ©f vital importance to the
countries of Latin America.„ They have no access t© any
preferential market other than the Wnited States9 since
©reat Britain obtains its sugar frem ©omonwealth nations,
El© countries give preference to AQS countries, and the
Soviet Wmiom buys within the Soviet bloc.

Latin American

countries must either sell to the Waited States or sell at
prices below the cost of predmctiom.

It is for this reason

that Latin American countries take such great interest in
the policy^process for sugar legislation in the Wnited
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SWSAB LEQ-ISLAT1GI
Basie
smgar iadmstry is the Waited States has enjoyed
pro testiest from its fomadiag®

WmahX© to supply all the

smgar required for domes tie eonsTmptions traditional sugar
legislation has attempted to protest the domestie prodmction
without eutting off foreign supplies <, Prom 17&9 to 1934$
tariffs were used to protect the American sugar Indus try „
fhe Depression of the 1930's produced a turhmlent world sugar market and it was felt that more extensive protection
than tariffs would he needed.
Act was enacted.

In 1934 the Jones Oostigan.

It laid down the Basic philosophy of cur

rent sugar legislation,

She Act had six' principle features8

Cl) each year the quantity of sugar needed to supply the
country8s consumption meeds was set at a price which would
he reasonable to producers and consumers9 (2I quotas were to
he used to divide the Waited States sugar market, (3) the
domestic quota would fee divided among the various producerss
production in each domestic area would fit the quota
allotments, (5 ) tax receipts on sugar would he used to com
pensate growers for adjusting their production to marketing
quotas, and (6 ) these receipts would he divided equitably

araomg beet and eane -$n?@©e8sers» g r o w e r s and farm workers.

1

According t© Lawrenc® Myers ©f the Smgar M vision ©f the
department ©f •Agrieultare, another reason for the enaetment

©f the Jones Gostigan Aet was to help Giaba, the main foreign
sugar supplier9 rebuild its eoenomy.

The Jones Gostigan

Aet was supplanted by the Sugar Aet of 1937 and the Sugar
Aet ©f 19%$„

The 19%$ Aet is the "basic law for current

sugar legislations although it has been amended and extended
in 1951» 1956s 1960s 1961P 1962s and 1965.
Issentiallfs the sugar legislation has had as it®
goal the guaranteeing of a eonstant supply of sugar for the
Amerieam oensumer at prices which are both fair to the con
sumer and the producer so as to protect the United States

sugar industry as well as promote international trade 05

The

self-contradictory goals of the legislation, i.e. protection
of Waited States sugar industry as opposed to the promotion

of international trad®, or the protection of the Waited
States consumer as opposed to price supports for farmers,
complicate the administration ©f the sugar act.
1. XT.S. Senate, Committe© on Finance, Sugar, HearingSii 89th Gong. 1st Ssss„, 1965» P° 22. Sited- hereafter as
Senate Gommittee ©a Finance, Sugar, Hearings, 1965=
2. Sol I, Nueeio, "Kennedy Proposals for Sugar Out
lined, n Hew York Times, February 18, 1962, Section III, p. 1®
3= Senate Gommittee on Finance,
1965s P= 2%.

Aeoerdiag Se the Sugar Aet •©f 19#, as axeenSed, the

Seeretarj ©f Agrieulture det©mines within the last three
months of eaeh ealendar year the amount of sugar needed to
fulfill domestic sugar meeds*

This initial estimate may be

altered throughout the year if ©ensumption trends are
altered* -It is estimated that per capita consumption of
sugar in the United States averages approximately ninety-*
seven pounds per year A

At this rate. Waited States com-*

sumption is ‘equal to almost tern million tons annually *

The

Secretary also establishes a fair priee— nermally around
6,15 cents per pound for raw sugar.,

After the Secretary has

done thiss he authorizes a foreign country er.the domestic
industry to supply sugar as determined by the quotas passed
by ©engross.

According t©' the If6j> Sugar Act which will

remain in effect until 1971, the domestic producers of sugar
were allotted 6*39 million' toms out of a 1965 consumer6s
market of 9*7 million toms*

In 1965 mainland beet-sugar

producers (California, ©olorado, Idaho, Minnesota, Hebraska,
Michigan, Montana, Wyoming, Washington, Worth Dakota, © M e ,
Utah, Texas, Kansas, Oregon, South Dakota, Iowa, Nevada, New

Mexico, Illinois, lew York, Indiana, Maine, and Arizona)
supplied 3*025 million tons, mainland cane producers (Lemi=
siana and Florida) supplied 1*1 million tons, Hawaii supplied
1*11 million tons, Puerto Rico supplied 1*1% million tons,.
£|.o I M d * , p * 21 *

.and the Virgin.Islands supplied

tons.^ The above are

all considered domestic producers and represent 66# of con
sumption demands „
The Secretary of Agriculture must also authorise the
admission of foreign sugar as 'specified by ©engross.

The

Republic of the Philippines is protected by a special trad
ing agreement» the Philippine Trade Agreement, which fixes
its quota at 1,#^0,G@@ tons.

Congress can not reduce this

figure, although it can increase the amount.

The quotas for

other foreign countries are established by Congressional
legislation.

In 1965$ the 2.26 million ton foreign quota

was divided among thirty-two different countries, including
Cuba whose quota of 0 % of the total foreign quota has been
suspended and reassigned until diplomatic relations are
restored.

If consumption demands exceed 9*7 million .tons

foreign producers are allowed to fulfill the first 7®Q,0Q@
tons needed and any further requirements are divided between
domestic producers (65#) and foreign producers (35#)°

The

increase in consumption above 9,7 million tons can be quite
important for a country.

For example, if consumption

demands rose by 760,006 tons Mexico's quota would rise from
390$135 tons to 510$638 toms.
5«

Gomgresslemal Quarterly Almanac. XXI$ 1965$ u.

341.
6.
1965$ P* 50*

Senate ©ommittee on Finance, Sugar, Hearings.,

If a foreign eemntry is Tamable to fulfill its quota
the Seeretary of Agpiemltmr© is authWiseS' "to reassign its
quota to another commtry.

If quotas are hot filled, and

there is no justifiable reason for nonfulfillment such as
erep failure# the o®mntry8s permanent quota is redmeedo
normally# however# these defieits are merely reassigned to
another country for one year»

If domestic producers fail to

meet their quotas# their defieits are divided between the
Philippines (h7°22^) and Western Hemisphere countries which
have permanent quotas®

Foreign countries failing to fulfill

their quotas will have their defieits given to the Philip
pines

and the remainder to any countries within the

same hemisphere that have permanent quotas®

The main excep

tion to this rule Is that if a member of the ©antral
American Gammon Market is unable to fulfill its quota# the
deficit is given to another member of the Central American
Common Market®
The Secretary of Agriculture is required to make
sure that# in allocating the domestic market# proportionate
shares of the market are given to all producers (cane and
beet# mainland and offshore) in order to promote an orderly
domestic sugar market®

Moreover# the Secretary is respon

sible for the authorisation of foreign sugar imports®
Although a country may have a sugar quota# the Secretary
must space shipments so as to insure’a constant supply on

the domestie retail marksto

The Secretary (through state

and county agriemltmraX committees) also administers the
domestic acreage allotment and st&bsidy .payments- to domestic
smgar growers <,
The past sugar legislation has functioned quite
well.

Since the world price for sugar is a price for sur

plus sugarj, it is unfair to comelmd© from a comparison of

the United States domestic price and the world price that
the United States consumer pays more for sugar than con
sumers in other countries.

As the following fable %. demon

strates, the United States retail price for sugar has
consistently, approximated.the average world retail price0
The figures in Table Ij. were collected by the Senate Commit
tee ©m Finance in 1965«
Frequent attacks ©n the sugar bills have eeaeen- .
trated on the rights of the consumer.

For example, in 1965

Senator faul H»- Douglas (B-lllinois) opposed the sugar bill,
for he claimed that the consumer would be paying a $1
billion subsidy to foreign countries since the United States
was paying 6«@ cents per pound instead of the world price of
Jo If. cents, ^

It is frequently felt that the consumer is

being unfairly burdened by paying high prices for sugar to
support domestic and foreign.producers.
7»

Representative

New York Times, October .15$ 1965$ p, 6j«
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TABLE
>

If.

SWA1

R e t a i l p r i e e e f su g a r f© r _ s e l© e te d e o u n t r ie s
a r r a a g e d im S e s e e a d im g o r d e r o f t o t a l
s u g a r . ©©m sum ptiem j, 'Jam* .1, 1961-6S
(¥ « S , c e n t s 'p e r pound)

Waited States

Waited Kingdom
Brazil
West Germany
France
Italy
Mexico
Poland
Canada
Motherlands
South Africa
Australia
Yugoslavia
Belgium
Pakistan
Sweden
Peru
Switzerland
China
Simple average

1961

1962

1109
9*3
W
10® 5
12*9
18,7
i©»S'
l$*k

11* 6
10.0
5*©
l©*©
14,©
18,4

19©3

19©4

1965

11*8

l4* 1

11*6
11*1
6*1
(a)
14*0
14*s
11*6
16 G©
5*6

10.0 11*1

6*1
5»©
10.2 11.6
13*9 14*1
1®*7 22,0
11.8- 11*3 12*6
15,0 14*9 15*6
5*6
5*6
5*6
13oS 13*5 13*$ 14*6
9*6
9*0 10*3 17*9
11*7 12,2 13*7 13*9
7*©
7*0
6.#' 6*5
9*3
9*3 10*3 10*3
20*% 25*4 25*^ 25*4
13* © Ilf.*1 12*7 12*5
I?*© % * 1 15*3 17*1
12,6 12,2 13*7 20*2
20,2 20*2 20*2 2©*2
2,i
3*7
3*7
5*1
8,6
8*8
12*7
9*1
9*1 1©*© 12*J 13*4
11.8

11.8

12*2

13*8

(a)

0*8
14*0
7*@
li*2
13*3
13*9
18*0
15*0
Cal
5*8
11*2
13*4
11*8

aa Mot available
Source® W«S» Senate5 Committee on Finance9 Sugar,
[s ©9th Cong® 9 1st Sess«s 19©5s P»

tEhomas

© 6leills

(B-®assae$»asetts) iaad® the fellewSag

statement ®m behalf ©f the eonsmmens
The .Seeretary *s approach to the sugar program leads
. me to believe that it might be neaessary for some •
'other department to share in --the administration of
the smgar program !m order to protect She interest
of the eomswero
i-

However, as Table 4 indicates# the American consumer pays
about the same as most consumers in other major countrieso
Moreover, if as Senator: Wallace P0 Bennett CR-Wtahl pointed
out, one considers that the American consumer enjoys a high
standard of living, the amount of labor a workman must per
form to buy a pound of sugar makes the price ©f smgar in the
Whited States one of the lowest in the world*^
The sugar legislation has also been successful in
protecting the American sugar industry*

It has been so „

successful, that the sugar industry has expanded.

In 1964

Arizona and Maine were given authorizations for new sugarbeet production.

The 196$ bill authorized increases of

37$,©0© toms for domestic beet sugar and

tons for

mainland ©an® and six new 'sugar beet factories.

The 1961

Sugar Act gave the domestic market S3«S$ of the total United
S, Thomas P, # "Weill, ,!I© Smgar Coating," Congres
sional Record Appendix, ©XX, 89th Song,, 1st less,, January
' 14g 196$, p , A149,
9, Congressional Record, CXI, 89th Cong*, 1st
Bess,, October 19, 196$, p* 2737®°
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States sugar market0 In 1962 this was increased to 60$ and
in 1965s it was increased to 66$0
She Policy Problem
Normally9 policy on sugar legislation is developed
within the Department of Agriculture1s Sugar Division and
the Department of State with active consultation with inter
est groups o

The President normally does not formulate a

sugar policy.

However* during the latter part of the Eisen

hower Administration* sugar legislation became a major
policy problem, 'In 1959 Cuba supplied 34»8$ of the sugar
marketed in the United States compared to 12$ for the
Philippines and 51»5$ for domestic p r o d u c e r s T h e s e three
sources accounted for 98,3$ of the United States sugar
supply.

However* with the deterioration in diplomatic rela

tions with Castro's government* Congress agreed to President
Eisenhower8s July I960 request to give the president the
authority to reduce or cancel the Cuban quota and to re
allocate its quota on a temporary basis to other foreign
countries.

President Eisenhower cancelled the Cuban quota

on July 6* I960 which meant a loss to Cuba of $153 million ,
in premium payments* the difference between the world price
and the United States price,
10,
P 0 139 0

Congressional Quarterly Almanac a XVIII* 1962*
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During this same time the Organization of American
States placed sanctions against the Trujillo regime of the
Dominican Republic for its aborted attempt to assassinate
President Betancourt of Venezuela.

President Eisenhower

placed a special import fee of two cents a pound on Domin
ican sugar* which in effect removed the premium paid to the
Dominican Republic.

Eisenhower had requested that Congress

remove the Dominican Republic’s share of the reallocated
Cuban quotas but it refused to do so until 1961.

The redis

tribution of the Cuban quota and the sugar sanctions on the
Dominican Republic were central problems which had to be
solved before any long term sugar bill could be enacted.
The 1962 Sugar Bill
In 1962 President Kennedy introduced proposals for a
major revision of the sugar program.

In effect Kennedy

recommended the abolition of the country-by-oountry quota
system and the extension of a Dominican type import fee to
be applied against all foreign countries exporting sugar to
the United States.

The funds received from the import fee

would be given to foreign aid programs such as the Alliance
for Progress.

It was felt that in this way premium payments

would be "recaptured" and spent for the benefit of the
common man in foreign countries and not for the sole benefit
of the sugar barons.

In arguing for the bills 6 . Griffith

Johnsons, Assistant Secretary of State for Economic Affair's,

testified; as follows % nWe have aid programs today to
direct resources on the basis of need*

Aid through a sugar

program does not assure that resources are going to the
right places; at the right time; and in the right amounts,
The Administration1s basic argument was that the
Sugar Act of 1948 established a special relationship between
the United States and Ombas but that the benefits of the
quota premium should not be extended to other foreign coun
tries» As do Griffith Johnson noted:
The heed to allocate valuable quota privileges
among competing foreign claimants creates the most
difficult political problems«, Virtually every
cane sugar producing country in the world and many
of the beet sugar producing countries in Western
Europe are seeking quotas,. In presenting and
carrying out a long-term sugar policy, the admin
istration should not take a position favoring some
friendly countries over others0 We make no
friends in this process0 Even those who receive a
quota complain of its inadequacy and criticize us
for favoring others with larger quotas®
Kennedy8s proposal was to remove the politics from the
distribution of sugar quotas by opening up the foreign quota
to international competition at the world price„ The Admin
istration also argued that the reallocation of the Guban
quota to other countries would all but eliminate the possi
bility of Cuba’s return to the West, for the United States
11, U,S, House of Representatives, Committee on
Agriculture , Sugar0 Hearings * 07th Gong,s 2nd Sess,9 1902,
p, 93, Cited hereafter as House Committee on Agriculture,
Sugar, 1962,
12,

Ibid,

womld find it politically difficult t© revoke quotas one©
they were granted0

It was als© argued that the import fee

would aid our balance of payments problem since premium pay*

meat would be recaptured*

Bespit© the fact this money womld

be used for foreign aid, the foreign aid. money could be
controlled to assure all aid funds were spent on Baited
States goodSo^
Harold B» Cooley* (BSHerth Carolina}* Chairman of
the House Committee om Agriculture criticized the Kennedy
proposal for its payment of ^starvation prices1* for sugar*
He als© argued that It would destroy barter agricultural •
agreements between the Waited States and f©reign.e©un=tries*^

Foreign agents representing foreign countries

likewise voiced strong opposition to the Administration's
proposal*

For example* ©scar Chapman* representing the

Ihion Maeional Be Produc toreg Be Azuear of Mexico * presented
a point by point refutation of the Administration's argrn*
m e a t s A

memorandum presented to the House Committee on

Agriculture from Leonidas Cruzado Quiroz* President of the
Federation of Sugar Workers of Peru* stated that the enact
ment of the Administration's proposal would seriously
13*

Ibid*

disrupt the whole leruviaa eeoBomy scad disrupt the progress
being mad® im secisl bettenaento

the 19S2 Smgar Aet provided for an import fee to be
applied against the redistributed Omban sugar quota*

6ubaes

sugar quota was set at $1*11% of foreign sugar' imports but
was to be suspended until diplomat!® relations were restored*
Oountry-by-eountry quotas were maintained at the insistence

of the louse Committee on Agriculture and foreign quotas
were established for twenty-eight countries*

The Reaction of the Dominican Republic
Bespit® President Kennedy's attempt to -place sugar
legislation on an eoonomie basis rather than em political
factors, this goal proved to be unattainable even in his own

Administration*

Bader the 19&1 law, the Dominican Republic

had a quota of 9693^7 tons*

With the'disruption of the

®uban supply, the Dominican Republic was able to supply a

total of 333$>405 tons*

In May of 1961 Rafael Trujillo, the

long. time, dictator of the Dominican Republic, was assassi

nated*

The next few turbulent months eventually led to a

resumption of diplomatic ties with the Dominican Republic
and the restoration of the Dominican quota which had been
suspended during the last year of the Trujillo regime*
an effort to support the new democratic government of

In

President Bonnellys the Department of Agriculture permitted
the Dominican Republic to ship £j.80s0O0 tons of sugar during
the first half of 1962o^

By the end of 1962s the Dominican

Republic had shipped 86l9f>23 tons of sugar to the United
States6

This increase in shipments gave the Dominican

Republic $4-$ million in premium payments*^
During the first half of 1962s Gongress began debate
on a major sugar bill which would determine sugar policy for
three years0

The Dominican Republic was deeply concerned

about.the legislations for aa a struggling democracy in a
political vacuum created by the Trujillo era» the new regime
needed economic stability*

Congress was also debating

whether to return the $22 million which had been collected
by the special import fee placed on the Dominican sugar
imports during the last year of the Trujillo era*

S*

Salvador Ortizs President of the Dominican tiommittee for the
Defense of Sugar and Sugar Dane Improvementg testified before
the Senate Committee on Finance that the imposition of the
special duty on Dominican sugar was the most effective.
17*

New York Times* January 1©» 1962s p« 11*

18* UoS* House of Representativesy Committee on
Agricultures. Selected Data eh Sugar Under the Sugar ‘Act of
1948* As Amended'by the Sugar Act Amendments of 19^2* 89th
Song*s 1st Bess*, 1965, p* 7®. Gited hereafter as House
Gommittee on Agriculture, Selected 'Bata* 1965*
19*

New York Times* January 10, 1962, p* 078*

poliey the United States had in helping to overthrow
frmjillo,20
The Dominican Republic reacted qmickly to the
Administration*s proposal to apply the import fee to all
foreign countries0
hat me now frankly ask the question that all my
people are asking my-“Bovernraent•— why, now that we
have the possibility of maintaining and perfecting
a democratic form of governments does your Govern
ment propose through the 'global quota formula to
treat us, a friendly neighbor, in the same way you
penalized the Trujillo dictatorship.
It is not enough for us to know that the money
realized from the imposition of the United States
tax on our sugar may come back to us in the form
of aid. Aid cannot maintain a democratic govern
ment where the economy is idle, the people
unemployed, and fear replaces the hope we now
have, 1
The Dominican Republic became upset when it dis
covered Congress was to weut#} the Dominican Republic9s sugar
quota.

The House of Representatives gave the Dominican

Republic a 200,000 ton quota plus 150,000 tons of the redis
tributed Guban Sugar quota.

Despite the fact that its 1961

quota was only 96,000 tons, the Dominican Republic felt its
quota was being cut by 60$ since it felt the emergency meas
ures used during 1962 should be continued.

The Dominican

20, U, S, Senate, Committee on Finance, Sugar Act
Amendments of 1962, Hearings, 87th Gong,, 2nd Sess,, 1962,
'
sed hereafter as Senate Oommittee on Finance,

., 1962,
21,

Ibid,, p ,

v
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Republic had over 900$,000 tons of sugar for export.

As

pointed out earlier its 1962 exports to the Waited States
were projected at over $00,000 tons.

The 3§Q9QQO ton quota

approved by the House of Representatives was hardly appeal
ing,

The final bill was even less appealing, for it allowed

a quota (at Waited States prices) of only 189,809 tons,^
Hhereas the House of Representatives allowed 150,000 tons at
Waited States prices for the. Dominican share of the Omban
quota, the final bill placed the redistributed Gmban quota
on a global quota system at competitive world prices.

The

Dominican Republic had requested a permanent 500,00© ton
quota plus 300,000 tons of the Gmban quota.

The final bill

meant the Dominican Republic could sell 189,000 tons of
sugar on the Wmited States market at the full Whited States
price and as much of the global market as it could get at
world sugar prices which were below their cost of sugar
production,
Argentina was also upset by Congressional action of
'
i
.
.
1962, for although it was not a major sugar producer, it had
been given a 20,000 ton quota in the House version of the
bill and then dropped entirely in the final bill.
Dominican Republic and Argentina protested,

Both the

A fifteen man

Dominican delegation headed by Finance Minister Ramon

Gaeeres flew t© Washington t© plead with the Senate t©
increase its qmota0 As Tad Szule reported from the Domini
can RepmhliCg the United States had lost a real opportunity
to help the Dominican Republic 0. He further pointed out that
if the sugar problem was not solved^ the Alliance for
Progress would die in the Dominican Republic o^

Editorially

the Hew York Times felt that the Dominican Republic8s
economic and political condition was too fragile to force it
to fight on the international market= It called for a more
generous allotment than either the House provision for a
350a000 ton quota or the Senate provision for a 96?000 ton
quota* ^

Howeverj, Senator ¥» J* Fulbright (B~Arkansas)9

Chairman of the Committee on Foreign Relations and a member
of the Senate Committee on Finance9 disagreed with the
Dominican and newspaper protests*
Much more will be done for the Dominican Republic
* * * if we put our sugar trade with them on a
firm business relationships, rather than setting
them up as a sugar colony of ©urs9 with an
economy that is dependent on the whim of the
Congress or a Congressional committee*^
Tad Saule of the Hew York Times in analyzing the
Dominican affair stated that United States ^officials agreed
23* Tad SzulCg ^Dominican Crisis Tests United
States Rians | Alliance for -Progress Held at Stake in
Republicss Hew York Times« June 26s 1962$, p* 12*
2I4.0 Hew York Times* June 29s 1962$, p* 26*
2^o

Hew York Times* June 27? 1962$, p* 8*

that speed was essentials to avert the possibility that
approval of legislation might lead to a political explosion
in the Dominican Hepmblie forcing what is an essentially
pro-Fmited States government t© take a hard, nationalistic

26
attitmd.e‘
oM

Some evidence of this nationalistic attitude

was evident whem# a few days previously $ Donald laid' Oabrals
Second Vice President of the Dominican State Council (the
ruling executive body) warned that the Congressional sugar
quota for the Dominican Republic was a declaration of eco
nomic war and that the Dominican Republic would be justified
in taking 11similar attitudes** in self d e f e n s e I n early
July the Dominican Republic announced that it was refusing
further disbursements of a $25? million United States loan
under the Alliance for Progress*

Its refusal was based on

the grounds that it would be unable to handle the burden of
such a debt if its sugar quota was slashed*^®

This resulted

in great concern by American aid officials since am economic
slowdown would increase the chances of a leftist revolt* AnAmerican aid official was quoted as saying, "We may end up
26o Tad Saules ^Dominicans Fear Crisis Over Sugar,
United States Moves to Soften Impact of Quota Act=-=Senate
Due to Act on Slash Today,11 Hew York Times« July 7® 1962,
p 0 2»
27-o Hew York Times, June 27® 1962, p* 80
28<, Hall Street Journal, July 3, 1962, p» 11=

with iae&mtifmXly studied projects but with no country left
PQ
in which to implement them,"
Despite the fact that the Administration had consid
ered removing premium payments and national quotas for about
a year# there had been no effort to discuss the situation

with the Dominican Bepublico

0Qnly early last week did

planning begin here in earnest on how to assist the Domin
ican Republics after realization spread in the Adminis
tration that the Dominican situation was a special ease
affecting the United States national i n t e r e s t T h e
emergency character of the sugar bill was enhanced by the
fact that Chairman Gooley of the House Committee on Agri
culture used his usual tactic of holding hearings on the
sugar bill late in the legislature session and near the
expiration date of existing legislation*

Congress had

little chance to reconsider its action since the sugar
legislation had already expired on July 1 and some legis
lation was needed.
As John Bartlow Martins the United States Ambassador
to the Dominican Republic^, later revealed, the most disas
trous effects on the Dominican Republic due to this sugar
29. Tad Saule, ^Dominican Crisis Tests United
States Plans| Alliance for Progress Held at Stake in
Republic,^ Mew fork Times, June 26, 1962, p. 12.
3©. Tad Ssule, ^Dominicans Fear Crisis Over Sugarg
United States Moves to Soften Impact of Quota Gut--Senate
Due to Act on Slash Today,# Hew York Times, July ?, 1962, 'p!
f. 2.

dispute were poll Meal rather than eeonomCo

Approximate!j

60% of the sugar industry was operated by the government.
It would have to operate at a loss if it was forced to sell
sugar at world prices.

Ere sident Bonne lly recognised that

the Dominican Republic could survive at least economically
for one year.

However, it was the political effectswhich

were more serious.
felt betrayed.

The Dominicans and the Council of State

The Council of State was accused by Domin

ican leftists of being a lackey of United States economic
interests,
The sugar crisis gave.the Sastro/dommunists a
perfect issue. The donsej© (Goumeil of State
headed by President Bpnnelly) had to veer far
left, to pre-empt the ground of the left, to
become almost Anti-American, in order to save
itself. There may also have been an element of
blackmail in the 0oms@j©.cs reaction. But
behind all the polities lay the harsh economic
realities,31
The Communist slogan of 11Ho thing has changed” (since
Trujillo8s death) was a potentially powerful slogan,^2
Indeed, there were at least two military coups which were
attempted during the sugar c r i s i s , T h e feeling of being
betrayed was evident before Congressional passage of the
31,
John Bartlow Martin, Overtaken by Events s The
Dominican Crisis From the Fall of Trujillo to the Civil War
(Carden City, N, Y, t Doubleday and Company, Ine, ,”lT66‘), .
p, 16%,

32, Tad Szmle, “Dominican Crisis Tests United
States Elans; Alliance for Progress Held at Stake in
R e p u b l i c lew York Times, June 26, 1962, p, 12,
33®

Martin, op, cit,, pp, 166=171
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1962 Aets for as Martin states, he ^eould not even get most
Dominicans to maderstand that 8a M i l 8 in the United States
Congress is far from the law0M^

Martin was aware of the

importance of the sugar bill to the Dominican Republic as
well as to the United States„ *1 thought Congress must be
uninformed0 If this bill passed, our whole effort to build
a democratic bastion in the Caribbean next door to Castro
would almost surely come crashing down*"
9Ehe bill did pass but the Administration reacted to
the Dominican protests by attaching a rider t© the 1962
Honeybee Bill which authorized the President to adjust
inequitable quota distributions in the Western Hemisphere by
distributing 7^,000 tons of 1the Cuban quota to countries in
the Western Hemisphere during the second half of 1962 and
150.000 tons in 1962 and 1963®

President Kennedy wrote a

letter to Representative Cooley announcing that this sugar
quota would be divided between the Dominican Republic and
Argentina (130,000 tons to the Dominican Republic and 20,000 •
tons to Argentina) o ^

As a result, the Dominican Republic8s

quota was raised to 320,000 tons— still far below its
800.000 ton request.

3Aq i
lbjLdo, p. l6i0
35«

Ibid., p. l6ij..
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Hew York Times, July 13s 1962, p. 7°

The important fact to note is that through manipu
lation of the foreign sugar quotas9 the United States had
effective control over the success of the Bonmelly govern
ment in the Dominican Republic«

The importance of sugar to

the Dominican Republic makes United States sugar legislation
a matter of implicit American foreign policy*
The 1963-61}. Period
During the 1963-61). period* the United States and
world sugar markets were in turmoil*

Sorld prices for sugar

began to rise immediately after the enactment of the 1962
sugar law partly dm© to the fact that the United States had
placed its entire Cuban quota demand on the world market*
However* the price increase was due t© a number of other
factors as well*

Arthur A. Lsmborn of the sugar brokerage

firm of Lambom and Company blamed the price increase ©ns
(1) the elimination of sugar reserve stocks 1m almost all
importing areas* (2) increased consumption* (3) a drastic
decline in Cuban sugar production* (h) two pper European
beet crops in succession* and (f?) the emergence of the
United States as a volume buyer of world sugar*^
Irises rose from 2*3 cents per pound in January 1962
to 10*61). cents per pound in January of 1961).*

In February of

1963 Cooley commented that* MIt is apparent the Department
37°

Rew York Times* May 179 1963g p* 43°

of AgriculibBPe has lost oeatrol of the, sitaatlon— that sugar
prices- are out of hands and th&t the existing law provides
no mechanism which will permit the department to regain con
trol of the price s i t u a t i o n , , T h e "Wall Street Journal
estimated that 75% of the sugar industry had opposed the
global quota system but supported it so as not to offend the
Department of Agriculture*-^
While Congressmen blamed the global quota system and
speculators on the Hew York Ooffee and Sugar Exchange# a
study by the College of Business Administration at Boston
College blamed the excessive world price on the European
crop failures and the hoarding practices of the Department
of Agriculture*^-®

The 'Separimemt of Agriculture^ in fearing

there would not be enough sugar# attempted to buy as much
sugar as it could on the world market*
drastic increases in the world price*

This action forced
The Department

assured an adequate supply of. sugar for the Wmited States
but it did so only by increasing the demand on an already
kl
thin world sugar market*
3$« faul Duke# ^Critics of 9Global6 Sugar Quotas
Plan Attack on louse Floor Today#” Wall Street Journal*
February 28# 1963# p* 32°
39=

Ibid*

ij.0* Boston College# College of Business Adminis
tration# lew York Coffee and Sugar Exchange= Inc*g Its Role
in the Marketing of Sugar Tlew Yorks Hobbs# Borman# and
Company# 19651# pp° i|2-43*

As Table 3 demonstratess the world prlee exceeded
the Wnited States domestic price during 1963 and part of
19&4.0

The resulting irony of this was that those countries

which fought s© hard to gain a quota in 1962 when prices
were two to three cents higher in the Wnited States found
that in 1963-61*. the world price was two to three cents higher than the Wnited States price«
In order to help curb the price increases the
Department of Agriculture announced ©m Marsh 31$., 1963s that
there would be mo restrictions on sugarheet plantings in
196^0

Them on May 6, it announced there would he me

restrictions for 1965= ■This emcouragememt to increase the
production of domestic sugar led to Secretary of Agriculture
Freeman8s proposal to reduce the global quota by
toms and allow domestic beet sugar to fill this 5©®s®®®
toms,

Wnited States cam refiners who would be hurt by the

reduction of foreign'sugar- (all sugarcane) opposed this
proposal.

As a result of the dispute between sugarbeet

supporters in ©omgress and sugarcane supporters in Congress
mo sugar legislation could be enacted in 196%,
The Horns© Committee on Agriculture refused to sup
port an Administration request for a six-month extension of

current legislation along with a reduction of the import
fee, .la am attempt to circumvent the House Gomaittie© on
Agriculture Senator Wallace F, Bennett (R=Wtah) attached a
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rider to a tariff "bill # M e h wemld have extended the foreign
sugar, qiaotas and the import fee for six months or until June

30s 1965o

It also would have authorised the domestic beet

sugar producers to market $009000 tons more as a reward for
expanding production at request of the Department of Agri
culture*

The tariff bill was sent to a Conference Committee

with the House Committee on Ways and Meanss but objections
by Representatives Paul Go Jones (B"Missouri) and Thomas !0
Curtis (H-Missouri) blocked a unanimous consent request to
send the tariff bill to conference and the bill died there *
Without any legislation for foreign quotas, Secre
tary of Agriculture ©rville D* Freeman used his admiais- .
trative powers by establishing sugar quotas for 1965s
imposing acreage restrictions, and suspending sugar import
fees*

The fees were suspended due to the expiration of

statute authorization*

Secretary Freeman did mot authorize

500,000 tons of foreign sugar quotas with the expectation
that Gongress might authorize this amount for expanded
domestic production*
With the quotas set for 1965 by administrative
powers, nothing had been settled and the scene was set for
for foreign quotas*

6 M T E 1 k.

T m 1965 BILL
la 195® SeJm F* "Eennedgr made the f@Hewing state
ments

Beth the'Ooastitotien and praetieal experiene©
demonstrate that initiation I'm foreign affairs
ramst. eome from the Executive bran ©ho When the
Executive fails to lead, it leaves a vaeuum that
the Legislative branch is ill equipped to fill,
Oongress cam offer suggestions s support, and
momef, but it cam msmallj provide only spasmodic
and' fragmentary leadership in foreign affairs.
As the previous chapter indicated, Kennedy did attempt to
take the initiative in the foreign policy aspects of sugar
legislation toy attempting' to. place foreign imports on .a
strictly business like arrangement through the use of the
global'quota and Import fee,

Kennedy had substantial oppo

sition in Congress and therefore, achieved only partial
acceptance of his proposals.
luring 1965 the Johnson Administration again seised
the initiative ©n sugar legislation, tout executive leader
ship was again denied total victory toy a powerful House
Committee on Agriculture headed toy Representative Harold B,
Sooley,

Hhile Gooley9s opposition was based principally on

a disagreement ever substantive proposals, 'Sooley also
John F, Kennedy, MWh@n the Executive 3
©porter, XIX (September IB, 195®)9 14
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&@m£©& the right ©f the ©xeemtive t© detei#lme how quotas
should be established.
1-would like to say that the/responsibility to
adjust these foreign quotas is the responsibility
of Gongresso It is not the responsibility of the
executive branch of the. Government or some bureaus
or some bmreamerats or any.number.of bureaucrats»
to sit down there and have these .foreign diplomats
down there some to them with their saps in their
hands to ask for some quota. ■'that [sis] respomsi’Mlity is to some before our committees in ©pen
session and present their case and subject them
selves to cross-examination, and furnish ms and
provide ms with valuable inf©mat£©n„^ .
'2M. ImSEl E®®
In 196S the <J©hns©n Administration made two basic
policy recommendations in the bill which it submitted:

(if

the abandonment of the import fee, and (2) the establishment
of am ^objective0 criterion for distributing foreign quotas.
An agreement.among domestic interest groups to raise the
domestic quota by 580,000 tons (375®0©0 tens to mainland
beet growers as a reward for Increased production during the
1963-64 price increase, and 2©5,'@0O tons for the can© pro
ducers to compensate the sugarcane refiners for the decrease
in sugarcane imports) resulted in am agreement between the
department of Agriculture and Congress on the domestic part
of the sugar bill.
Bo Gongressiomal Record, ©XI, 89th Gong., 1st
Sesso, ©ctober 12, 1965, p. 26737.

fk® decision to drop the import fee on foreign sugar
imports produced greater Congressional reaction#

Tresident

Johnson annomnoed his'recommendation for tiae elimination of
the import fee at a Shite Horns© meeting of Latin American
diplomats on the fourth anniversary of the Alliance for
frogressa

In supporting the President *0 decisions, Carlos

Samz.de Samtamarias Chairman of the•Inter-American Committee
en the Alliance for Progress (@IAP) argued,that the import

fee would seriously damage the Latin American economy for
the world price was mot reflective of Latin American costs
of production.

He pointed out that while the world price

generally fluctuates helow 1 cents per pound, the approxi
mate production cost in Latin America ranges from

to

So© cents per pound at the sugar mill and from 5,10 to $<>2$
cents per pound when delivery charges are included,^

Since

Latin America has mo. access to any other preferential
market, the imposition of an import fee would mean continual
losses for the Latin American sugar industry#

Garlos Sana

de Samtamaria also pointed out that the imposition of am
import fee was a violation of the General Agreement ©m
tariffs and trade (GAtT) because it would result in an
increase of duties and charges that were agreed upon in the
3, WoS, House of Representatives, Committee, ©m
Agriculture, Amend and Extend the Sugar Act of 19kSn Hear
ings, 89th Gong,, 1st Sees,,
p, 336, Gited hereafter
as House Committee on Agriculture, Hearings9 1963=

lists of reeiproeal 6©neessi©Bs0 Moreover, sine© the import
fee eomld not be applied, to the Philippines (dme to the fact
its sugar trade is regulated toy treaty), application of am
import fee would violate the most favored nation clause in
SAffo

It also would violate the obligation in GATT mot to

increase trade harriers on products' from the less developed

e©uBtries<A •
The proposal to eliminate the import fee was well
received in Batin America as well as-fey Chairman Cooley who
had opposed the import fee from- the beginning.

However, it

was mot well received fey a few consumer conscious congress
men and some major daily newspapers such as the Hew York
Times, According to the argument of those favoring an
import fee, the premium price was paid fey the consumer.
They felt that there was no reason why the consumer should
have to subsidise foreign producers.

The Hew York Times in

an editorial entitled 11Sugar and the Senate18 favored rework
ing the whole sugar program in favor of the consumer,-*
Representative Paul Findley (R-lllinoia) and Senator
Paul H, Douglas (D-Illinois) were the two principle
Congressional spokesmen for the consumer.

Under a special

ruling fey the House Committee cm Rules, Findley was allowed
to submit two amendments to the House sugar bill which is
Ibid,, pp, 356-57°
5°

Hew York Times„ ©etcher

1$,

(
1965® p° %!*.»
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normally gl'ven a closed ralingo

One ef Findley8s amendments

attempted to impose am import foe equal to 7 0 of the .
differemoe between the world price and the Waited States
price#' She Ehilippimes was exeladed from the fee#
&
Findley’s amendment was rejected, by a vote of 95=137 =
Senator Bomglas proposed a more elaborate import fee
arrangement by which the fee womld be charged on all foreign
sugar imports from countries not within the Alliance for
Progresso

The fee would equal the difference between the

Waited States price and a fifteen year moving average of the
world price#

Senator Douglas estimated that this would

equal $18 million per year# 'He felt' this money should be
channelled into the Alliance for Progress#?
Both the Douglas and Findley amendments ignored the
principal reasons for dropping the import fee as well as the
fact that the American retail price for sugar approximated
the average retail price in leading consuming, countries#

In

a letter written to the Speaker of the House of Hepresentatif@s :John E# Medormaek (©-Massachusetts) * Seeley gave
several concrete reasons for his decision to oppose an
import fee#

©ohley listed the following reasons for his

oppositions

it violated the Semeral Agreement en Tariffs

6#
lij-6 #

Oongressional Quarterly Almanac 3 XX19 1965s p#

.

7# Congressional Record# 0X1^ 89th Gong#» 1st
Sess# p ©ctober 19 p 1965 s *P° 27394°

71.

and Trade (QkTT)g as eonfimed by a legal adviser to the
department of State§ it violated ‘the basis for the Alliance
for Progress; it was oomtradietory to the principles of the
resolutions adopted by the Waited Nations Conference on

Trade and development (WCT&d); the Organization of American
States had officially protested an import fee; and it was
opposed fey Thomas €*» Mamna Wnder Secretary of State for
Economic Affairs and am expert on Inter-American relations»
Cooley concluded;, 33The proposal for an import fee on sugar
is illegal, immoral, unsound, economics, an insult to our
friends in da tin America,, and would result in the eventual
breakdown of our sugar program.

Despite the heavy and favorable newspaper publicity
on the Findley and Douglas amendments, both were defeated.
Defeat of the import fee by both houses is evidence that
Congress does take foreign implications into account when it
considers sugar legislation.

The specter of a great eco

nomic power forcing countries te sell sugar at world prices,
prices which were below the cost of production, was some
thing Congress"could not approve despite an appeal on behalf
of the consumer.
8. Congressional Record. CXI, 89th Cong., 1st
Sesss, 0otober 19, 1965, pp. 27399-7%D0.

j
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Criteria of Mstri'biation
The major diepmt© oonoerniBg the 1965 M i l dealt
with the estahlishraemt of some type of criteria for the
distribution of foreign quotas®.

The Administration was well

aware of the political problems that would occur if it did.
not have an "objective®.criterion®

Thomas S« Harm» Wmder=

Secretary of State for Boonomic Affairs, made the following
observation during his testimony before the Senate Finance
Committee®

Mr® Chairman, what I think we have learned this
year is that if we depart from a mom-discriminatory
basis for .allocating quotas, everybody has a ■dif
ferent .criterion, and you ©pea up a Sandora8s box*
©ne person wants to eliminate because they vote one
way or another in some ©AS meeting® Another person
wants to favor or punish because of some other act
that has taken place in the past® And I think when
you start down this road, picking and choosing you
get so many criteria that what you end up with is a
kind of Tower of Babel, without much rhyme or
reason to it®?
What the Administration proposed to do was to estab
lish a single objective criterion for the distribution of
quotas--to attempt to accomplish what Kennedy had failed to
do, to remove the polities from sugar®

It selected as its

criterion the performance of a country during the I963-6I4,
period when world prices exceeded United States prices for
sugar®

It was argued by John A® Schmittker, Under-Secretary

9® WoS® Senate, Sommitte© on Finance, Sugar® Hearimgs, 89th ©eng®, 1st Sess®, 1965, p® lh5° Cited hereafter
as Senate Committee on Finance, Sugar, 1965® -
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©£ Agricmltares that since one of the main objectives of
smgar legislation was to assure a constant supply ©f sugar
and since the 1963-6% period was a period ©£ scarce sugar
supplies and low United States prices# the/United States
could rely ©a those countries which shipped sugar to the
Waited States during this difficult period.

In effect the

Administration"was arguing that the 1963-6% period provided
a test of a country8s ability to supply sugar and of its
loyalty to the.WSited States,

Since commitments for foreign

sugar supplies are concluded during the previous year and
since the.'price disadvantage at the time of the 196% sugar
commitment was greater than the -disadvantage for 1963
commitmentss the Administration argued that 196% performance
should be given double weight,
During the 1963-6% period a wire was sent to all
American embassies in sugar producing countries which read
as fellows#
(Total 196% deliveries9 particularly those shipped
or committed early by individual -countriess will
have a strong bearing on the administrations
recommendations to the Congress regarding alloca
tions of country quotas after 196%,
Essentially what this meant was that if sugar countries
agreed to sell to the United States at prices below the
world prices the Waited.States would reward them in the
future,'. In effect it was asking developing countries to
10,

Ibid,0 p, 101,

fopeg® inereased f®p®i@a. exehaiage earaiBgg in ®pdep t®
gaaabl® ©b gaining a larger •Waited States gaeta.

As Tdble

$

demonstrates, some eonntries did take snbstantial losses by
selling t© the Waited States during this periods

However,

Senator Wayne Morse (B-Wregon) aitaeked this as ®aeeret
-dipleiaaeys and stated that the Department ©f State had me

right to make such eemmitmemts»

11

TABLE S
LOSSES BY FOREIGN SUPPLIERS DURING If63 AID 1961}.
WHEN WORLD MARKET FRIGE EXCEEDED
' WoSo PRICE FOR SUGAR

Country'

Argentina
Australia
Belgium
Brasil .
British Honduras
British West Indies
China lepmbli© of
Colombia
Costa liea
Dominiean Republic
Ecuador ■
El Salvador
Fiji Islands
Frame®
French West Indies
11 0

Sesso9 Oetoher 20.

Quantity im
ported, Feb
ruary, 1963“
.May 196%
Cshort toms
raw value)
23%,299
1®%,6©3
?,%©2
%6%,9?8
1,195
171,712
118,393
%5,03O
56,820
719,937
51,089
25,%08
%8,065
23,2%2
109,%16
Heeerdo GXX<

Total amount
of loss during
period
(thousands of
dollars)

6,8%1
5,390
218
13,577
152
5,01%
3,%57
. 1,315
■ 1,659
21,022
1,%92
7%2
1,%18
679
3,195
Oongo, 1st
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TABLE 5 a ri0:@Blbimme6

is,Feb’-

GovMtrj

raaipy# 1963May 196%
[sbert tons
raw value)

Guatemala
.Haiti
India
Ireland
Malagasy Republic
Mauritius

(tkousamds ©f
dollars)

2. o
1,138
4,541
9,973

0

6'5G,Mt£55,852

Niearagaa

Total ameurnt
©f loss durimg

Manama
Peru
Bemnion
Semth Afriea
Ssmthern Rhodesia

18,993
12,569

9,893
6,578

Venezuela
Subtotal

3,9k2,373
l,M6l711

Total

*,k

115,11?

a» Assuming all sugar sold at average price saeriflee during period; actually some was sold more advanta
geously, some less @©0

bo Average per ton differential between world price
and Ho So price for period February 1963-May 1964, $29*200
Wo So. Senate,.Committee on .Finance,
*, 1st Sesso, 1965, p* 71*
The main opposition to the Administrations8 statis
tical-formula came from Cooley and his Committee on Agri
culture*

After examining over thirty different wf©rmlas#

£©r the dlstriteution of sugar quotas the Gommittee eonolmded
that #it is impossihle to apply a slide-rule solution to a
problem ©ontaining so many intangibles that it is not
susceptible to solution by mere statistical formula,*^

The

Gommittee further stated, that, 11the ©emmitte© believes that
the combined judgment of the Members of the Congress,
informed on all factors relating to the national interest
and to the foreign policy of the Waited States, is superior
to any formula adopted by a small eommittee of employees of
the executive departments«M ^

Cooley attacked the Admin

istration's formula on two basic pointss

(1) as a statis

tical formula it ignored the intangible aspects and
sacrificed all other possible criteria, (2) the Adminis
trations formula picked the two most abnormal years and
completely disregarded thirty years experience under the
Sugar Act.^
Application of the Administration*s
Formula
Go©ley's attack on the Administration's formula was
quite well founded.

For example, according to the

12, ¥<,S„ louse of Representatives, Gommittee on
Agriculture, The Development of Foreign Sugar Quotas in H,
Bo 1113$o ifth Gong,, 1st Sess,, 1965, p, 2, Gited here
after. as House GoBmittee on Agriculture, Development of
Foreign Sugar Quotas, 1965=
13=

Ibid,, p= %,=

ll|.=

Ibid,, p= 3=
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Administration *s formula Bolivia was 'mot to receive a qmot&o
Table $ indicates that Bolivia did mot sell any sugar to the

United States during the 1963=6^ period*

Howeverj, as Edward

A* McGabe testified in behalf of the Association of Sugar
Producers of Bolivia® a major target ©f the American aid
program in the Santa Gruz region of Bolivia was the.develop
ment of the sugar industry*^

However® Bolivia8s request

for a 10®000 tom quota did mot fit into the Administration11s
formula® for the formula had sacrificed all other deter
minants of distributing quotas*

Senator Vance Barthe (B-Indiana.! pointed out that
according to the Administration8s formula® the programs ©f
the Alliance for Progress' became secondary to 1963-6% per
formance in sugar trade * Under-Secretary of Agriculture
Schmittker admitted that performance was the primary eri'terien although not the sole consideration*

16

■It will be noticed that many of those countries
having heavy losses are net in the Western Hemisphere® ©og*
Fiji islands® Republic of ©Mna.

Others are former colonies

or countries which still have ties to mother countries® e.g,
Australia® British West Indies® French West Indies® and
Mauritius*

They have their own preferential trading

l$o

House- domiittee on Agriculture® Hearings« 1965®

16*

Senate Uommitte© on Finance® Sugar* If65® pp*

po 362*

122- 23*

agreements„ AeeerSing to the Administration's formulas the
proportion of the foreign quota given to non-Weatem eeuatries was more than domtele their If62 qmotas.

She formula

neglected the fast that Satin Amerioa has aeeess to mo pref
erential market other than that of the Wnited States*
She exe.omtive8s formula did mot favor liheral'‘democ
racies * Senator Paul Douglas was particularly incensed at
the fact that.by using a mathematical formula the Wnitdd
Stated was giving aid to countries such as South Africag
Southern Rhodesia* and Haiti» He questioned whether this
was any way to encourage liberal democratic governments 0^
Edwin Ho Seeger, representing the Peruvian Sugar
Producers6 Association and the Federation of Workers of
Peru* stated that the Department's bill was unfair to latin
America and especially to Pertu

He pointed to the fact that

President Johnson had promised at the celebration of the
fourth anniversary of the Alliance, for Progress that he
would try to maintain a regularly expanding market for Da tin
American sugar.

However * the effect of the Administration's

bill would have been to reduce Datin America's quota per
centage from 77o®^ of the 1962 foreign quota to 68.3% of the
1965 foreign quota.

Moreover* the Administration's bill

would have cut Bern's 1961-6h average of

©00 tons to

2^0g t o n s at a time when Beru needed economic stability.

la eontrasts ■tke Aetolnlsti?at£©B *s feimala rewarded eotmtries
which had access t© ©th@r preferential markets= S@®ger als©
noted that dmring 196% Sera8s offer t© supply 250$©00 addi
tional tons ©f sugar for the second half of 196% was
rejected and yet Sera would he punished for its Bn©n=
performance o
The Department of Agr£cmltmre°s formula did ignore
the fact that Sera has been a major supplier of sugar and that until 1956 Sera had the highest foreign quota after the
Philippines and @uba*

Sera has not sold any sugar to any

other preferential mark®to

Therefor©s sugar which it does

not sell to the United States .must be sold on the world mar
ket at a losso

During 1963-6% Sera sold 3%7,@00 toms of

sugar on the high world market whereas during the two pre
vious years of 1960-62 it sold only 7$00© tonso^

While the

above statistics show heavy Heraviam sugar sales on the
inflated world market with the obvious implication that Bera
was trying to make a "killing11 on the world market, the
statistics do not show that this sugar was first offered to
the United States«
18»

Senate €©ramittee on Finances Sugar, 1965$ pp.•

373”78.
19„ Wo S. House of Representatives, Committee on
Agriculture, Selected Bata on Sugar Under the Sugar Act of
19%6» As Amended by the Sugar Act Amendments of 1962T~¥9th
Uongo, 1st Sesso, 19^F7 p T o T

fh© Department ©f Agricmltmre’s formula failed t©
analyze the extent ©fs and the nature ©f the 1963=6% saeriflees made fey sugar suppliers»

If ©me considers that the

1963 #&©ta premium was==-lo23 cents per pound while the 196%
premium was

11 cents per p©umd the price disadvantage was

actually quite small« Howeverp as Table 3 demonstrat©ss
during 1965 the price advantage was over 3 cents per poundo
It has feeen estimated that a country like Mexico which had a
$19 million !$l©ss18 from February^ 1963 to May 196% (see
Table 5) actually had a met gain of ever $% million when its
20
1965' sales were included = • Moreovers these ,?l©ss©s'M were
not actual losses»'for the Wmlted States price was always
far above the cost of production^

Mexico8s sacrifice for

selling to the Wnited States merely meant its rate of profit
was slightly' redmcedo . There is no doubt that Mexico did
forego additional potential ©armings$, but it was never
forced, to sell at a loss.

However9 by punishing a country

like Peru for its lack of performance in 1963=6% the Wnited
States was forcing Sera to sell more of its 1966 sugar crop
on the world market at prices which were actual l©sg©s~=
prices below the cost of production.

The Departmentes

formula gave great rewards for small sacrifices and great
punishments for little sins,
.2©,

Senate ©©mittee on Finance* Sugar0 1965* p.

The

Griterla

As a 2?esmlt of these criticisms of the Department of
Agriomitmr©8s fommla, the House Agriculture Beinmittee
created its own set of criteria which imelmded the following
factors®

(1) the ability to supply the stipulated amount of

sugarP (2) the ability to carry' sugar reserves of up to

3»Q%

of their quota in order to meet emergency demandsg (Jl the
ready availability of supply im measurement of time required
for shipments (k). the stability of supply including the
stability of the governments (51 the economic need which a
country has for a Waited States quotas (6) the purchase of,
and potential market for Whited States agricultural c©ramod°
itieSs (7) the reasons for national policy and strategy* (8)
the friendliness of a government and support of Whited
States policy- in the Waited Nation and OAS* and (9) the
record of performance from 1962=65o^" Whereas the Admin
istration attempted t©;ignore the implicit foreign policy

implications of sugar legislation* the House Gomraiftee on
Agriculture openly recognised the implicit implications for
foreign policy0. However* Gooley was attacked both in the
Senate and the press for radically changing the Administration's billo
21o Horns© Gemmittee on Agriculture*
Sugar Quotasg 1965s PP» 5-6o

of

With smeh different criteria, it was only natural
that the hill which, ©merged from the louse Agricultural
Sommitte© would he strikingly different from the hill pro
posed by the Administratiom» As Table 6, demonstrates, the
House changed every' country8s 'quota.

Some alterations were

minor (Guatemala8s quota was reduced from 35,321 toms to
32,836 tons| while other changes were quite large (Brasil8s
quota was increased'from 221,558 tens to 3^0,925 tons)*
luring, the legislative struggle over the sugar hill,
the Senate followed the Department of Agriculture “h- formula
with only a few minor quota changes,

6©oley had again"hshd

M's tactic of giving Congress little time to discuss she
bill by introducing the legislation late in the session.
Senator J, W, Fulhright introduced a Senate amemdmeht which
would have deleted the foreign quotas, from the hill and
allowed the Department of Aghi'Cmltur© to determine the
quotas for one year.

This was an mttempt to (1) give Cong

ress more time to study the quotas and (2) separate foreign
quota legislation from domestic quota legislation.

This

would have removed two of Cooley5s legislative strategies.
The amendment was defeated.
The Conference Committee8® hill was favorable to the
House of Representatives = As Table 6 indicates, the differ
ences in quotas were in general halved, hut this in itself
was a House victory.

The Commressiomal Quarterly quotes

TABUS 6
FOREIGN SUGAR QUOTAS IN HR 11130a
Uemmtgy

.Argentina
Australia
Bahamas
Bolivia
Brazil
British. Honduras British West Badies
Republie of China
Gelombia
Costa Rioa
Bominiean Bepmbli©
Beuador
El Salvador
Fiji
French West Indies .
Guatemala
'
Haiti
Honduras
India
Ireland
Malagasy Republic
Mauritius
Mexico
Nicaragua
Banama

Admini atration Bill
(tons)

Hems® Bill
(tens)

43*685
■1867771 .
=-=•

21,485
162,1521
1©,00®®

'
221*55©
. ■ ■ %*28l
122*017
67*431
27*829
. 34s786
385*854
49*77®
17,125
'
45,489
5®,841
35,321
18,731
96,865
2,l4l
7,492
14,985
39®,135
4 ®,672
14,449

4,®54
340,925
19,864
150,397
67,293
42,970
42,159
34®,925
5®,267
3©,4®3
24,323
42,97©
32,836 ■
28,7@2
l ne3i
44,861
■ 6,©81
14,188
340,925
38,511 .
■15,134

Senate Bill 'Final Bill
• (tens) .
' (tens)
63,685
162,132
1,605
1,000
272,013
- 4,281
122,017
67,431
27,829
34,786
422,512
49,77©
17,125
35,489
42,970
'35,321
11,731
1 AAA
64,861
0 1}«1
7,492
14,985
390,135
40,672
14,449

42,000
162,152,
10,©00
4,054
340,925
10,00©
136,000
67,431
36,000
4®*000
34®,925
49,770
25,000
35,489
42,97®
34,000
18,731
64,861
Ef OE'l
7,492
24,985
348,501
40,000
25,134

TABBE 1H*0oaitimed
term .
Philippines
South Africa
-Southerm Shod® sia
Swaziland
fhailand
Turkey
Venezuela

24©982l}.
1P©509000°
969865
9 9©98
fp©?©
-I9605
29676
.

272pei3rt
is©SOpeoo0
299593 .
6 9@81
6908!
199864
309809

272p'
oocr
IpOSOs1
669,
6 pi
691
e»
Ip1
a*1

1»0^0p00©
48p©oo
6,©81
Ss©8l
15*©00
179©0©

■a<i .Quotas based ©a total consmiption level ©f 9° 7 million tomso
b 0 Starting in 1968c
©o

She Bailippinee is guaranteed, a set naota by treaty=

Somrceo

©engressienal Quarterly Alraana©9 3CXIS 1965$ p« 1^7»

0o©Xey as saying the ©onfereno© agreement was a "complete
vindication of the Horns© Oosmittee on Agricultures" and
quotes Representative Pa&X Findley as saying that "the
powerful vested interests of the sugar industry have clearly
22
overwhelmed the broader public interest,"
The next
chapter will attempt to evaluate the extent to which lobby
ists played an influential role in the 1965 sugar legis
lation,
22,
p, 14s,
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Demestle amd Foreima .WbWiats
©me of the most Interesting aspects of the polities
of smgar in in ter=•American relations is the role of nondiplomatic representatives of foreign commtries in the
decision-making process concerning smgar legislation.

As

©avid T m m a m has pointed out, access to the decision-making
1
process is unequally distributed.
It is the job of the
lobbyist not only to gain access to the deci sion-making
process but to attempt to influence the outputs ©f such a
process.
Host of the studies on lobbying have concentrated oh
only two aspects of lobbyings
domestic lobbying.

Congressional lobbying and

The Supreme Court in W,J>, vs, Harris

{18831 limited the application of lobbying legislation to
attempts to influence members of Congress,

Consequentlyj,

the law does.not require men lobbying the executive branch
to register.

However, one study has indicated that 77$ of

lobbyists normally make contacts in both the legislative and
1, ©avid B, Truman, The Governmental ©recesss
Political Interests and Public ©pinion.(Hew Yorks Alfred A,

§7
exeeutive branelaes @f $@vename&t«

O

It is more difficult -to

eenduet studies on the effects of lobbyist® on the executive

since they do not need be register or make statements as to
their activities or their clients» HoweverP lobbyists use
those procedures and methods which produce desired results
This is the principal reason, for the increased contact with
the executive brancho

Henry A« turner notes that one of the

important changes in pressure group activity has been the
increase effort to influence the executive branch.^
the political scientist8® concentration on the
effects of lobbying on domestic issues is also due to the
fact that domestic lobbyists are more numerous than foreign
agentse

Moreover, only occasionally will domestic lobbyists

turn their attention to matters of foreign policy0 When
they Se, their efforts are of secondary importance compared
to their efforts on domestic legislation directly affecting
their client's interests®.

For examples the major labor

unions have, traditionally supported foreign aid legislation
and have testified before Congressional committees for its
passage ® However, as domestic lobbyists, the unions spend
2» Bester W* Milbrath, The Washington Lobbyist
(Ghieagos Hand McNally and Company, 19631, P° 22®
3® Henry A® Turner, "How fres'smre Groups
Annals of.the American Academy of 'folitical and Boeial
Scienceo GG0XIX (September, 1950)7 ^3°
4®

Ibid®0 p® S?®

more ©f their effort ©m a hill attempting t© repeal the •
right- to-werk provisioas of the faft-lartley Law than ©a the

exteasion and ©mansion of foreign aid*

Foreign policy

become* a aeoondary field of interest for most domesti©

lohhyl'S’tSo

The ©oneentration om the domesti© lobbyists is

also partially dme to the' fact that it is generally ©©needed
that they hare greater siaeeess -©n domestic issues than on
foreign policy issues*^
©romps concerned with problems of foreign policy
frequently attempt to change or heighten public ©pinion*^
John Easland has concluded that this indirect lobbying
tactic is proof, that foreign policy is democratically eon- ■

trolled since if stimulation of public opinion was ineffec
tive,. foreign policy lobbyists would concentrate ©a more

devious tacticsIShile public opinion has been used, the
sugar lobbyists prefer to have as little publicity on sugar
legislation as possible*

In contrast to Maslamd8s hypoth

esis s one student of pressure groups has concluded that
pressure groups are most effective when the policy issue is
.5o Bernard' as* "S©h®ns The Influence of Mon#overimental 0romns on Foreign Folioy-Hateiag~TBostons
leae© Foundations 1959)s po ST
60

World

Ibid.» p.

7* John' We Haslands slr@ssmr© Groups and American
Foreign Foliey,*1 B&blic ©pinion Quarterly. 11 (Springs
19i4.2)s p. 122.

•mot in the public ®j@s ei th®'p dme to public disinterest or ■
0
tb@ technical complexity of the issue»
In dealing' with sugar legislations Congress and the
executive face two'distinot types of lobbyists0

fh© first

group includes those domestic groups which are deeply
affected by the determination of. domestic and foreign
quotas9 the domestic came and smgarbeet growers, and the
domestic refinersa Congressional committees have received
testimony from such gemeral groups as the Domestic Sugar
iProdmcimg and Refining Industries, private companies such as
-the national Sugar'Manufacturing Oompany of Sugar ©ity, •
©oloradq, farm organizations such as the American Farm
— Bureau Federation, manufacturing associations such as the
National.Confectioners Association, labor organizations such

as the International longshoremen8s 'and Warehousemen's Wnion,
local organisations such as the Hale County Sugarbeet
Growers Association of Texas» and state organizations such
as the Governor's Committee of the State of Arizona= More
over, Congressmen whose districts are affected by sugar

quotas frequently appear before the committees dealing with sugaro
Abraham Holtzman points out that formal and informal
consultation with interest groups can help the
@»

Cohen, opo cit», pp, ll-12o

a<8xaiaistorafeion gala laforaatlea-g advice ^ and unde r standing a^
1© does net* however point out that ©©nsultaties. may he a
prerequisite for passing legislation. • It must he remembered

that the inability to produce am extension of the -sugar
quotas la 1964 was due to a dispute between the sugar
refiners (which depend on domestic and imported can© .sugar1
and domestic sugarbeet farmers over their respective shares
' 1©
of the Whited States market*
Since came refineries can
not process beet sugars they must rely on domestic and
foreign earn©'production„■ While.the'augarbeet growers were
located in twenty-seven states in 19% * giving them substan
tial Congressional supports the sugarcane refineries had the

support of Representative Harold ©a Cooley* the chairman of
IX
the House Agricultural Committee*
The result was a stale
mate*
In 19'6S the domestic sugar industry reached an

agreement which called for a 375>s©@© tom increase for
domestic sugarbeet and a 205*©0© tom increase in mainland
cane-mmk&ing their total, quotas 2*65®*®©® tons' and #95*®©©
9* Abraham Holtzman* Interest ©roups and
(Hew Yorks -The MacMillan Compa
* p* 116*
I©* Mew York Times* September* 26* 1964* p* 34
Almanac XX* 1964* p».119*
iom'al Quarterly Almanacn
119*

tons respectivelyo 12

■

This agreement between these two

domestic groups put pressure on Congress to pass the sugar
legislation despite the fact that it might not like the
distribution ©f foreign quotas<> .As Bep«. Catherine May
(B-Eashington) stated.
As I said earlier, regardless, of our disagreement
©wer the foreign country quotas,'the domestic
farmers■=-"American beet growers and American ©an©
growers— will be seriously hurt as a result of
severe cut backs if they do not get this legis
lation o o o e
B© not destroy such a program,
just because you d© m©t like one part ©f ito 3
She activities ©f the domestic lobbyists are outside the
scope of. this paper, but their importance in the decision
making process must not be overlooked*
A second group of lobbyists, representing foreign
sugar associations and governments, also played an active
role in the sugar legislation,

.these lobbyists are non-

'diplomatic agents who generally represm t foreign associa
tions such as the Hational Union of Sugar freducers of
Mexico rather than the government of Mexico.

However, some

countries such as the Republic ©f Shima do directly hire
foreign agents.
. 12o Hew York Times, March 29s 19W , p. 53<>
13*’. gsakre'ssional Record* OXI, ®9th dong*, 1st

Sesso, October 12, 1965s'p° "267%®*

Hondlplomatie Reppeaentatiyes
are 'these mondiploraatie representatives?

Gener

ally a they are Am®rlearn lawyers er pmhlie relations mem who
have offiees in Washing tom g Bo 6,

It is to the benefit of am

organization or government to hire someone who is well known
to congressional and exeomtiv® decision-makers and who is
familiar with the intricacies of the American political
processo

Wmder-Seeretary @f State George Wo Ball has

stressed the importance of tiie latter qmalifieationo
Whether acting for foreign governments or other
foreign interests, a foreign agent can often
serve as an interpreter of systems and.habits ©f
thomght-=*as a medinm for bridging the gtstif of
disparate national experiences, traditions,
.institmtions, and ©ms toms „
Hie foreign agents involved in the smgar legislation
of 1945 were men with close contacts with government offi
cials and in some eases, were themselves former government
Officials0 Donald S» Dawson of the law firm of.Dawson,
Griffin, Dickens, and Riddell (representing the Indian Smgar
Mils Association-! was a Shit®' Horns© aid to President
frmmams ©scar L0 Ghapman of Chapman and Friedman (repre
senting the Rational Wnion of Smgar Dr©dm©era of Mexico! was
a former Secretary of the interior mnder Trmmamg Charles H0

1^.« WoSo Senate, Comalttee on Foreign Relations,
.Activities of Hondln1©matic Representatives of Foreign
Principles in the Wnlted States» Hearings, SWth Congo, 1st
Sess0, 1943» p, 11o Cited hereafter as Senate Committee on
Foreign Relations, Hearings, 1943o

Brown (r©presenting the Fiji Islands) was a former Congress
man from Missouri £ Sanson fureell (representing the
Ihodesian Sugar .Association} was a former member of the
Securities and Bxchange Commissions and Robert X»0 Farrington
(representing the Republic of China} was chief counsel in
the Department of Agriculture during the Eisenhower Admin™
istratien*
Personal relations may also be a'factor in the
selection of a foreign agent.

In 1962 the island of

Mauritius’was represented by Ralph E, Gardner of Gardnerg
Morrison and Rogers9 who was the son of former“Governor of
Worth Carolina

Max Gardner, a close friend of lepre1g
sentative Harold Be Cooley,
•Perhaps the most notable

foreign agent was Wnder“Secretary of State George IF, Ball,
Before assuming his post as Wnder™Secretary of.State in
1961, Ball had registered as a foreign agent for the follow
ing. groups s Rational Cuban Sugar Mill Owners Association,
the Cuban Sugar Can© Growers Association, the Chambers of
0earnerce of Venezuela, the ■Venezuela 5Jrad© Mission to the
Wnited States International Trade Fair, the Borepeaa Coal
and Steel Community, the European Economic Community, the
European Atomic 'Energy Community, the Government of the
Republic of France, the Consell Rational dm Batromat
15, Tad Samle, MFdreigm Sugar Lobbyists Target of a
■Senate Inquiry,m lew York Times, July %, 1962, p, 1,
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Fgancaiso and the Qomlte Frano Dollaro

Senator Daomas Jo

©odd (®-=€?©nneetieiat) was a former lobbyist for (Mafcemala
before entering Sengresso

® © M es former partm@rs Sheldon %*

Kaplans was employed by ©mat©mala for the 1962 sugar foillo
fhe Wse of Mondinlomatio Agents

the use of nondiplomatie agents is not new®

the

Heoiproeal treaty of 1854 between Canada and the Waited
States was lobbied thromgh Congress by foreign agents»

the

Bmssians hired an ©x--Senator for $30gO00 to lobby through
17
the appropriation bill for the pmrohase of Alaska«
the First Amendment guarantees the right for aliens
as well as ©itisens to petition the government for a redress
of grievanceso

the Foreign Agents Registration A©t of 193®

defines a foreign principal as including any foreign
countryg political party, business, association, corporation,
organisation, or group of individuals who are organized
under the laws of a foreign country or have their principal
place of business in a foreign eeumtry.

It also includes

groups in the Wmited States who are financed or affiliated
18
with any foreign government or political party*
An agent
l6o

0omgressiomal Quarterly Almanac0 XIX, 1963, p»

3©9»
■ 17» Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, Hear
ings, 1963, p* 9o
l8o

Ibido„ p» 53o

©f a foreign principal inclmdes ®a pmbli® relations eennsel,

publicity agent, infomation-serv'ic© employee, servant,
agent, representative, or a t t o r n e y .
A foreign agent under the Foreign Agents Registra
tion Act of 193$ must file statements with the Department of
Justice every six months giving his name, address, fee,
principals represented, and a statement of activities and
expenses0 All propaganda distributed by a foreign agent
must be so labeled and copies filed with the Attorney Gen
eral,

Under a 19%.6 amendment, all lobbyists are required to

register with the Qlerk of the House and the Secretary of
the Senateo

Violation of the Foreign Agents Registration

Act is subject to a penalty of five years in prison and/or a
$10,60© fine,
The 193® act was the result of a report prepared by
the present Speaker of the- House John McGormaek and was
originally directed against lazi propagandists, Attorney
General Nicholas Katzenb&ch testified in 19&3 that the
Department of Justice has concentrated on political subver
sion under the act and that the Departmentfs Registration
Section of seven attorneys was not adequate to enforce the
lobbying provisions of the act,

Ea-tzeribaeh stated that,

enforcement was difficult due to the lack of clarity as to
19 <. Ibid,

what the act really requip®eL

For examples. the aot does not

speolfy how detailed the statements filed by foreign agents
should be*

He also stated that the penalty is too severe for

minor infractions of the- aet0^*

Over the twenty “five years

the act has been in existence, there have been only twenty“
nine indictments for failure to register and no indictments
go
for the failure to label propaganda«.
'While the act gives
the Attorney General broad powers to require a registrant
to file any information relevant to his activities, past
Attorney Generals have not used this power extensively„^
Since 19li4 the number of agents has increased from
16© t® about 0 0 in 1963°^

Wmder“Secretary of State George

¥0 Ball attributed this increase to the following factors §
(1) the increase in the number of new nations having small
and inexperienced staffs in their embassies, (2) the greater
stress on public relations in international affairs, and (3)
the rise of the United States as a business and industrial
center of the world whose activities have a worldwide
impacted
21,

Ibid,* p,

22,

Ibid,,' p, $ko

23,

Senate Gommittee on Foreign Relations, Hear-

M g s , 1963, p-

71o

2lj.6 Ibid,, p, "10,
25«

Ibid,

Foreign agesits are ©nlj r@qia.ired. t© register if they.
attempt to infliaenee the raless r@gmlatioBS2 statutes,, or
•pelielea of the govermmemt.

Exemptions are given for e©m*=

mereial representatives of private ©ompanies as long as
their relations are only with Ameriean private companies
However9 all representatives (even commercial} of foreign
countries must register under the act whether or not they
2?
.attempt to influence the government0
The following list of foreign agents for the 1965
sugar legislation9 Table 7s is compiled from information
filed with the Whited States' Department of Justice0 The
list gives the name of the foreign agent, his client and the
amount received .for the latest twelve month period<,
While some fees are set on an established fee basis,

others combine retaining fee- plus a contingency fee based ©a
the number of tons allocated t© thecountry
asto

in thefinal

For example, for the1962 sugarlegislation Ao

So

Nemir Associates received $2^,000 as a basic fee, plus 2©^

of the brokerage fees on all Brazilian sugar allowed under
the quotas

If it had obtained the full 7S>©»©0© ton quota it

had requested, Hemir would have received $110,#00o'
26o

Before

Ibid*0 ppo

27 Q Ibidop p 0 60o
280 Tad Saule, ^'Foreign Sugar hobbyists Target of a
Senate Inquirysm Hew York Times„ July
19&2, p» lo

fABIS ?
FOREIGN AGENTS FOR THE 1965 SUGAR LEGISLATION
Nam©
©Maries Patrick Clark
Oscar Lo SMapman ©f Chapman
and Friedman
Albert Sa Nemir of A* S0 Nemir
Associates
Arthmr L0 Qalrm of %?.inn and

Sheldon i«. laplan of WilkiasoBs,
CragaBp and Barker
Charles 1= Brown
©awaon, Griffin3 Pickens s and
Riddel
John R« Mahoney of Caseys Lan@s
and Mittendorf
Robert'Co Barnard of Cleary2■
Gottliebs Steeng and Hamilton
John Ao 0 ’Donnell

Arnold F« Shaw

©li@nt
f©nesuela Distributora
Association
National Union of Sugar Ir©”
dueers of Mexico
Brasilian Sugar and Alcohol
■Institute
Privately owned sugar companies
in the British West Indies*
Ecuadors Panama* and British
Honduras
Latin American Sugar Council9
Honduras 9 11 Salvador*
Nicaragua* Guatemala* Costa
Rica
Fiji Islands
Indian Sugar Mi^ls Association

' Fee
‘$$0,000,00
$0*000.00
31*$11o06
a$*oooO0o

% * 0 0 0 O 0 0

L*000e00
>*000000

South African Sugar Association
Refinerys Sydney*
Selonial
Australia
Philippine Sugar Association*
Jand the National Federation of
Sugarcane Planters of
Philippines
Sugar Producers Committee of Peru

18 *000o00

1$*000oOO
CD

TABLE 7""Continued
Ernest Sehein and John 0#

Lajiin
James Mo Earnest
Walter Sterling Surrey of
Surrey p Karasik s ®©ia,ld9 and
G-reene
Seymour So Gmthman
©anson Bareell ef Bureell and
lelson
Qeerge ©rant
Robert L» Farrington
Robert B» Larsen of B©yalls •
Keegalj, and Rogers

Assoeiated Sugar Producers of
Colombia
Mauritius Chamber of Agriculture
and Sugar Syndicate '
Sugar Producers of Guadalupe and
Martinique
Sugar Producer® of the
Madagascar Republic
Southern Rhodesia Sugar Sale®»
Ltd,
Thailand
Republic of China
Sugar Association

$15sooooOG
13s952=00
lRp5@Oo@©
7,50©o00
59©O0d©O
3 p5o o »0G
3sOO0o©0
Received
nothing
up to the
date,

Somro©o
s P*.

Records ©XI» S9th Congo 9 1st S©sSoS October 12,
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frajill©8s assaasinationp the Dominiean lepmbli© paid
Michael B‘
0 Deane a retainer fee of $£).©»©Q-Q pins expenses.,
plus from 25 cents to 5© cents a ton depending on the size
of the quota,^

fhese contingency fees in 1962 motivated

President Kennedy to openly condemn such lobbying prac=
tices,^®
Improper Influencef
Critics of nondiplomatie agents have questioned the
usefulness of these foreign agents in light of the fees they
earn,

©ne of the major problems in the activity of these

foreign agents is to determine whether or not their actions
are violations of national sovereignty by interfering in
national legislation,

fad Szulc stated that during the'1962

sugar battle what the foreign agents were actually doing was
attempting to defeat the Kennedy Administration^ policy for
establishing a global quota'system,^
. -

. . . .

_

X

'

fhe problem rests as
.

.

,

to whether these foreign agents were merely exercising their
rights under the First Amendment or whether their actions
went beyond this by attempting to defeat a policy which was
contrary to their clients8 interests,
- "

29,

Ibid,

30,

lew York Times, July j?* 1962, p, 8,

31. fad Saule, "Role of Foreign Bobbies,u lew York
Times, July Ig, 1962, Section I?, p, 6,
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It is pr&e M o ally impossible to deteraine how mu,oh
imflmemce forelga agents hav©" ;h@em able te a e M e v e «

This is

espeeially tra© when indireot tactics are used to affect

ptifeli© ©piBlono

For -examples, in 1962 the Brasilian Sugar

and Alcohol Institute paid for a large advertisement im the
New York Times„ The smb=-title of the advertisement was
^Economic Merits of Her 01aim for an Equitable Qneta in the
Sugar M a r k e t , T h e advertisement complained, that despite
repeated requests for a quota and despite the fact that
Brazil could easily supply the United States with 600$,000
tens of sugar In 1962 and 1$,000$,000 tons in 1964$, it had
hever been given a qmota.
claim for a quota.

It gave figures to support its

The Mew York Times is read by most,

government officials who have am interest or responsibility
in foreign affairs,^

As noted earlier$, the Brazilian

Institute also used the strategy of employing a foreign
agente

Brazil met only received its first quota* but its

quota was the fifth largest~<=6o37$ of the total 9°7 million
ton national requirement* or 1S©»1®6 tons,^
32,

Mew York Times, June 10* 1962$, Section IV, p,

So
33» Bernard. G, Cohen* ^Foreign Foil©y“Makers and
»$,,1
the Press$
1 in Readings in the Making of American Foreii
Follcy, ©do Andrew M, Scott and Raymond 1, Dawson (Hew
York8 The MacMillan Oompany* 1965), -p. 131.
34»
P O I 30 0

Congressional Quarterly Almanac, XVII1$, 1962$

One e©ml€ probably dednee that sosa© fern of improper
inflmem©© Mas used, but smeh an assertion would be hasty and
incompleteo

ilhile Brasil had no quota before 1962P this

does not mean that it did not deserve a quota*

Moreover,

quotas are iaaeeurate iadiees ©f sugar imports from on©
countrys for large quantities of sugar are redistributed
when countries which are given quotas can not fill them*

In

1961 Brasil did net have a quota, but it was given 306,402
tons in redistributed quotas*^
experts of

With total Brazilian sugar

tons, the•Whited.States was Brazil’s most

important sugar c u s t o m e r With its 1962 basic quota of
180,186 tons, its exports to the United States rose to
391»157 tons'-"-an 84,755 ton increase over its 1961 totale^f
Although this is a substantial gain, it is mot as spectac
ular as the previous paragraph would tend to indicate*

This

is especially true sine® the 1962 legislation redistributed
a Cuban quota of over 3,000,000 toms*^®
35* "BoS* House of Representatives, Committee on
Agriculture, Selected Data on Sugar Under the Sugar. Act of
1948, As Amended by the Suaar Act Amendments of 1962s, 89th
Congo, 1st Sesso, 19657 F» 7® Sited hereafter as House
Committee on Agriculture, Selected Bata, 1965a
360 Survey of the Brazilian Economy0 1965, listrib- •
mted by the Brazilian Sabassy, Washington, DoG*, p* 66*
37o Gongressional Quarterly Almanac, XBIII, 1962,
p 0 13©I House Gommltt®® @m Agriculture, Selected Data, 1965$
'

Wo 7°

380 Horns© Gonraittee on Agriculture, Selected Bata,
1965? pp0 2~3o

Jto.©th@2? indirect tactic employed by foreign princi
pals is W e hiring of public relations firms for the
preparation of material on their national economies,,

In

1964 Conway Research, Inc, of Atlanta, (Jeorgia prepared a
pamphlet for the liearaguan Institute de Pomemto Macienal
CllPOSAClo

It describes liearagua as a progressive govern

ment and disassociates itself from a Mexican Jorfir© M a z
image0^' It fails to mention the Somoza family's, dictator
ship which has ruled Nicaragua since 1933,

Tad Saule stated

during the 1962 legislative struggle ever sugar, these
i
public relations firms—try to make their clients look like
Mshining examples of democracys worthy of United States
economic aid,^

.

The planting of articles and editorials in period
icals is a ■frequent taetie to influence public opinion, . The
W» So Brass Association, Inc, of McLean, Virginia, special
ises in sending free editorials to 1,399 newspapers in the
United States0 One of this firm's customers was the
Dominican Republic Information ©enter which paid for favor
able editorials during the Trujillo era,^
39= Industrial Development Manufactures Record,
Nicaragua -* , 0 At the Heart of the Central American Common
Marketa 196%, Distributed by the Nicaraguan Embassy,
Washington, B o0„
%0O Tad Saule-, "Role of Foreign Lobbies,# New York
Times, July 15,.1962, Section IV, p* 6,
%lo Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, Hear
ings, 19©^, pp, 661-63,

Goamittees
Woodrow Wilson points out in his famous work
Gommressiomal Government that the real deeision'-makers in
Gongress are the standing ooroitte@s0
It legislates in its committee-rooms| not by the
determination of majorities, bmt by the resolu
tions of specifieally-eomaissioned minorities; so
that it is not far from the truth to say that
Gongress in session is Congress ©n public exhi
bition, whilst Congress in its committee-rooms is
Congress at worko^
Holbert N» Carroll concurs with Wilson1® observation of the
role of the ©ommltte© in Congress by stating that the louse
of Representatives devolves its immense powers on committees
and serves mainly as a ratifying body,^
It is only logical that a large part of the foreign
agent's activity should be concentrated on committees and
committee chairmen» One of the most useful and ©pen points
of access to the decision process is through the committee
staff„^

hobbyists can supply staff members with useful

assistance and information,,

Carroll points out that staff

members can exert an extraordinary influence on policy
. . k-Zo .'.Woodrow Wilsong Congressional Government; A
Study in American Politics (lew Yorks The World Publishing
Company, 19#), p« 69»
i|.3.e Holbert H» Carroll, The House of Represent
atives and Foreign Affairs (Pittsburgh8 University of
Pittsburgh Press, 19#), p» 260
l\k.0 Milbrath, op, cit,a p, 122»

decisions and that it is not mknown for a staff member to
actually gain control of a committee

A study conducted by fharles ©<, Jones indicated that
members of the House Committee ©a Agriculture did not con
sider Harold D» Cooley a strong committee chairman and

characterized him as fair and honest*^

fhe committee has a

small expert staff composed of a counsels a research direc
tor * clerkss and fife staff assistants*
33$e attempt to influence staff members has been used
in relation to the House Committee on Agriculture<> In 1955>
Mabel ^Downings the sister of ©haiman Harold Do Cooleys
served as one of the clerks of the Committee*

In 1955s two

months before debate on the 1956 sugar bill, the Bominican
Sepubli© invited the Committee and staff to visit the
Dominican Republic with all expenses paid*

Cooley6s sister,

daughter, and son-in-law were among those who went*^

Mabel

Downing wrote Trujillo on behalf of the staff*. % @ u
afforded ms a rare opportunity , = * and we shall cherish
%5«

Carroll, op* clt,, p=> 32*

Charles 0* Jones, wThe Agricultural Committee
and the Problems of Representation,15 in Hew Bersne©tives on
the House of Representatives, ©d* Robert I* Peabody and
HeIson If* Polstoy (Chicago s Rand McHally and Company, 19631o
Tad Szmlc, “Secret Trujillo Papers Disclose
Intense Sugar lobbying in the W* S*,# Hew York Times, July
3» 1962, p * 5 °
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for many years to @©m@ yomr thou^atfulness and gener©sity»

Gooley himself did not attends femt Representative

ffl-o R. Poage (13=Texas) who was then Tie© Chairman of the
committee did accept the invitation*

He wrote Tmjillo that

.the trip had ^strengthened'the bonds which mnite eur respec
tive c o m n t r i e s o .
She power of the committee chairman makes him a
logical target of foreign agents * Secret papers released
after the assassination of Trmjillo revealed that the
Dominican Republic8s Consul-General Pena had met with Cooley
on a number of occasions * Pena had written back to the
Dominican Republic that he had received promises from Cooley
that he would wwork hard* for the repeal of a two cent per
pound penalty on Dominican sugar-importd to the Waited
S t a t e s In August of i960 the Organisation of American

States had called for economic sanctions against the Domin
ican Republic8s attempted assassination plot on President Rommlo Betancourt of Venezuela*

‘
President Eisenhower asked

Congress for the authority to eliminate the Dominican quota,
but this was blocked by Cooley*

'President Eisenhower,

forced to allow the Dominican Republic to supply 131,000
tons of.its regular.quota plus 321,857 tons of the Cuban
%8„

Ibid*

k9°

Ibid*

50*

Ibid,

quota* .laveked. a two eent per pouad import fee ®n Domini@am
sugar so as to all but eliminate aay differea©© between the

Waited States price for sugar and the world prte®o
As late as 1962 Wooley had inserted in the House
version of the sugar hills provisions which would have
reimbursed the Bernini©an sugar companies for the $22 million
which had been collected by the import fee.

The Senate and

President Kennedy successfully opposed these attempts until
Trujillo9s' assassination.
Secret documents uncovered by Tad Sral© of the M@w
York Times revealed that perhaps Sooley had given the
Dominieam Republic some tips on how to lobby most effee-

Sooley let us know today that he held individual
conversations yesterday with Bowless Berio* and
Hsnoz Marin (and) said that it is urgent to send
immediately a person of highest confidence ©f the
Illustrious Superiority (Generalissimo Trujillo)
to treat basic aspects of the work he is carrying
out together with our other friends (inserts by
Ssul©')„51
Sooley responded to the insinuations of the Domim«
lean documents by stating* "I have never accorded to repre
sentatives of the Government of the Dominican Republic any
consideration or courtesy which has met been accorded to all
representatives of all foreign Governments.*1^
01 o Ibido

<3©©ley

defended his request for the repeal of the import fee on
Bominiean sugar by stating that he did mot feel that sugar
should he used as a political weapon and heeams© he feared
that if Trujillo fell from power smother Gastro would ©ome
to power
Gooley was not the only member of Songress to advise
the Trujillo government0 On April 219 196© Senator Olin Bo
Johnston (B-South Carolina) wrote a letter to Trujillo whioh
includes the following!
You and the Bominiean people have many .good friends
in my country and in the ©engross of ,the Waited
Stateso However9 because of the vilification cam
paign,, many of your friends are hesitant of speak
ing out in your behalf„
However* should you be fortunate enough to
align yourself with some politically potent organ
izations I believe that much of the hesitancy among
your friends would dlssappear«
1 have been reliably informed that just such an
organization as I mentioned is presently preparing
a report dealing with the economics of our LatinAmerican neighbors o This report will be delivered
to the ©omgress at a time to coincide with the
consideration of the Sugar Acto
Our mutual friend John Donohue* 1 am informed
is doing, this report for the American Legion* and I
believe that this is one group among the many in
this country that large and small alike listen to
and heedo^'53»' Ibid.
Tad Szulc* •Senator Advised Trujillo in 196©**
New York Times. December 2©* 1963* p. 13.

Th® Jim Domohm® referred, to. In the letter was a
■•.pmtelie relations man who had' acted as an agent for the
Dominicam lepmblie from 1957=59°

lamjill© wrote Johnston

that a report was feeing sent 'to the American 'legion
A problem arises as to how to determine the degree
of inflm©m©es if amfs smgar' lobbyist® actually do have.

A

few examples will be given t© Illustrate this problem#

Shat

follows is net an attempt to serve as. a muekraker* but as an
attempt to study the activities and relations ©f foreign
agents o
Former Alabama lepresemtativ® ©eorg® Grant repre
sented the country of Thailand in 196$ for a fee of $1»$0O

pirns $2£,000 for "preparatory werk, ” $$00 for office works
' ■ ' $6
and $600 in expenses=
Frevioms to 196$» Thailand had
never received a quota nor had the United States ever
purchased any sugar from Thailand as a result of unfulfilled
quotaso

President Johnson’s smgar bill for 196$ recommended

that Thailand not be given a quota0
the Senate.

This was supported in

The Horns® Agricultural Sommittee gave Thailand

a 19flS64 ton qu©tas while the final bill gave Thailand a
$$0 ibid. '
$60 Walter fincuss
for a % Million Ton Sugar fi

istrati©nss bill and Horns© bill was traced by Walter Uncus
t© the fact that @e©rge ©rant was a former Representative
who had served in Gomgress for twenty-six years before being
defeated in 196%.*

He had served on the Horns© Agriemltural

Committee and was the third ranking democrat ©m that com
mittee- -behind Cooley and Foage*^®

In introdueing ©rant,

Cooley remarked that ©rant had served on the Committee with
great distinction*

While Thailand was only granted part of

its ©5s00© ton requests it was only 'in the Horns© that Grant
had any success*

Realizing Cooley6s special interest in

tobaccos Grant also requested a special quota for 1965 of
20s000 tons in return for am equivalent value of additional
United States tobacco *^

Perhaps one of the most controversial outcomes of
the 1965 sugar legislation which tended to indicate the
effectiveness of hiring .a lobbyist was the treatment of
Argentina*

Argentina had never hired a foreign agent to

represent it before the Congressional committees*

In 1962

Argentina was eliminated from the ©©urntry-by ■=e©mmtry quota
57*

Gomaressiomal Quarterly Almanac fl XXI$ 1965, p,

5©*

Pimeus, ©#* oit** p* A%711*

lisJo

59, W*S* Horns© of Representatives, Committee on
Agriculture, Amend and Extend the Sugar Act of 19k©* Hearin^s* ©9th Gong*, 1st Seas*, 196F, P= 296*" Cited hereafter
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However£ vehement diplomatic pretests hj Argentina

resulted in the passage ©f an amendment t© the 1962 farm

M i l o ' The '•Honeybee Bill1,1 amendment gave Argentina author
ity to export 10s@©0 tons to the Halted States=

Beginning in 1962 Argentina exported 1©$,©©© tons ©f
sugar to the United States«

in 1963 and 1961}. this was

increased t© 20,000 tons as a result of global quotas, and
further increased to 65,897 tons in 1 9 6 5 Based on the
Administration8s--f©mula'for rewarding past performance
during the price crisis of 1963-6%, the Administration
recommended Argentina be given a quota of 63,685 tomso

The

Senate approved the Administration's formula, femt the Hornse
cut it to 21,%@5 t©BS-*less than ©me-third its 1965 exports
t© the United States0

-

3h isolation smeh a cut probably would not have
created such a stir, but newspapermen qmickly compared it to
the treatment received by fen© roela in the Horns© Committee
on Agricultureo

Venezuela, with the highest per capita

income in Latin America, hired Charles Patrick Clark for
$5©,000 a year--©me of the highest paid foreign agents»
Venezuela had never exported any sugar t© the United States
until 1965 when it exported 2,755 tons based on the global
6©a House Committee ©m. Agriculture, Selected Bata,
, pp« 2-3*

Aiaiiaist?pati©n Fe©©a»eaded that ¥@a@am©la fee givea a peraa=
meat qmeta ©£* 2,676 tens»

The.Hems® Geroitte© ©a jigaioul-

.tua?e gave it a tmota ©f 3@,®®9e

Ba® final feill gave

Venezuela a 17,©©© ten qmetao^^
Argentina8s agricultural ©euaaeler Buriqme Saston
¥al®nt®“«=*wM© had testified before the Senate Gemmitte® @n
Fiaaaee but who did mot testify before the 'Beuse Seumittee
en A^ieulture— was quoted as saying, Argentina Mthinks it
is entitled to a quota without the ©overnmemt having to pay
any erne»
Brazil- was also the beneficiary of .support in the
House.. Soiamitt©© on Agrieultur®,

In 1962 Brazil was given a

ISO,186 ton quota for the first time,^

Its imports up to

1965 were as follows§ 225,065 tons for 1962; 195®793 tons
for 1963; 102,363 tons -for 196%; and 220,55® tons for
1 9 0 5 In 1905 the Administration reoomended 221,550 tons
for its quotao-

fh® Senate approved this figure femt the

61 <, Ifeido
62s
lij.7o

©cngressienal Quarterly Almanac0 XXI, 1965* p*
-•

63. ©en&reeeleaal Record Appendix, ©XX, 09th Gongs,
1st Sesso, 1905® Po .A4711o
6lij.o ©enfsresgienal Quarterly Almanac, X¥III, 1902,
P o 13©o

•
—

65o
1965*

House Gommittee on Agriculture, Selected Bata,

PP° 2=»3o
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House Increased it to 3^4-0^925 tons”=an increase of almost
1205,000 tons«,^
MU*

The House figure was used for the final

The Brasilian Sugar and alcohol Institute had hired

Albert S0 Hemir for $31s5ll«06e
Senator J0 S. Fulbright (D-Arkansas) developed the
meaning of such discrepancies in a speech on the Senate
flooro
Foreign countries argue that they now have the
impression that■in order to prevail in the obtain
ing of quotas they must employ high-powered
lobbyists » <, . = It is not for us to examine
into the motives or to prove themu But the fact
is that it is believed by many countries that this
is the way to operate before Congress., That is
bad for Congress® As a Member of Congress and of
the Senates I do not like it® It is bad for our
relations abroad® It does great harm to our rela
tions with tb© countries of Latin Americas in
particular®®'
The emphasis which Fulbright placed oh the idea that
foreign countries perceived that they must hire foreign
agents is important®

Facts are not always the most decisive

elements in international relations; perceptions of those
facts may be far more significant®

There is no evidence to

even suggest that Argentina was being punished for not hiring
a foreign agents but Argentina was convinced that hiring a
foreign agent produced results®
66®

Congressional Quarterly Almanac® XXIS 1965s p®

147®
67® Congressional Record® CXI, 89th Cong®, 1st
Bess®, October 20,
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The Ohrietian S@£@nee Meaitea? reported tiaat, slt is
g@mera.lly eonoeded. that if a foreign e©mmtry wants a sugar
quota allotment^ it must employ, a 'l o b b y i s t * f a b l e 9
show® those eountries which received increases in the House
©ommittee on Agriculture, the amount of those increases, the
value of the increases, and the registered lobbyist« All
countries which received increases in the House had hired
lobbyists, while all of the five countries which had mot
hired•lobbyists received cuts im the House.

Table © shows

the House cuts received b y countries who did mot hire a
foreign agent.
fAB!E 8
€p0TAS 0P C01HTRIES HOT HIR I M SUBAR
LOBBYISTS IM 1965
Bourntry'

Admin., Bill
(toms)

Belgium
Dominican Rep.
Ireland
Turkey.
Source.

House Bill
(toms)
21,4®5
0

2,141
1,605

Senate Bill
(tonsI
63,685
1,605

Final
(tons3
42,008
0

340,925

422,512

348,925

©
0

2,141
1,©05

5,351
@

Qomgressl©mal Quarterly Almanac, XXI, 1965,

p . 1470

68. William 6. S®lover, •Sour Metes in Sugar Bill
Refrain,m Christian Science Monitor, ©etober 22, 19©5, p»
10

.

TABLE 9

COUNTRIES RECEIVING- INCREASES IN QUOTAS IN THE
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE COMfAREU TO
ADMINISTRATION RECOMMENDATIONS,, 1965

Difference
in tons

Country

Brazil
Peru
British West Indies
Ecuador
Colombia
Costa Rica
Venezuela
El Salvador
Haiti
Panama
British Honduras
Bolivia
Honduras
Thailand
Total
Sourceo
1965s po 25217=

119*367
31*189
28,380
101
l5»li|.l
7*373
28*133
13*278
10*051
10,685
15*^83
4* ©54

.

4,054
19,8%

Premium
value of
difference
(1 year)

5-year pre
mium value
of difference

$8*355*690
$41*778*450
2,183*230
10,916,150
1,986,600
9*933*000
34*790
173*950
1*059*870
5*299*350
516*110 - 2*580,550
9,846,550
1*969*31©
4,647*300
929,46©
703*570
3*517*850
3*739*750
747*950
1,090*810
5*454*05©
1,418,900
283*78©
283*780
lo390,480

1,418*900

Registered lobbyist

Albert S0 Nemir
Arnold P0 Shaw
Arthur L0 Quinn
Arthur L» Quinn
Ernest Sehein
Sheldon 2« Kaplan
Charles Patrick Clark
Sheldon Ze Kaplan
Failed to register
Arthur L» Quinn
Sheldon :
Z» Kaplan
Edward McCabe* of
Hamel* Morgan, Park
and Saunders
Sheldon
Kaplan
George M, Grant

107*677*150
Congressional Records CXI, @9th Congop 1st Sess0P September 27s

H
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Grifcicism of the way Gooiey handled his committee
was sparked by its accessibility to lobbyists<, Represent
ative 1'aml Findley {R-Illinels) made the following statements

Lobbyists can sell their services for $^0,000 a
years because the Agriculture Gommitte© gives
them status, lets them testify, and this makes
them look importanto the system leads foreign
countries to believe they have to hire a lobby
ist to get a quota*
However, Gooiey8s recognition that foreign agents
should be allowed to testify is not the only source of
legitimization of foreign agents» Frequently the Department
of State will advise foreign governments to hire agents to
represent their interests*

In 1963 Wnder-Seeretary of State

Seorge W* Ball testified as followsg
I would suppose in some eases— and I think this
has in fact proved to be true from the investi
gation which Mr* Ghayes made in the Department-when foreign governments have suggested that
they would like to find ways and means to pro
tect their interests, the Department has
indicated that it might be useful for them to
obtain some private advice from American pro
fessionals in the field* But this is because of
the competitive atmosphere which has developed
when all other countries that are laying claims
are doing the same thing*
Asked by Senator John Sparkman (D-Alabama) as to whether the
Department of State makes any effort to tell nations that
69* Congressional Record* 0X1, 89th Gong*, 1st
Bess*, October 13, 1965, p* 26892*
70* Senate Gommittee on Foreign Relations, Hear
ings* 1963, p* 19*

they do not need lobbyistss Ball commented that there was mo
such policya

Ball added the following comments

On the contrarys I would suppose that there are
a number of instances where» when a representative
©£ a small country has consulted on this matter,,
he has been encouraged to obtain some American
national professional = „ „ 0 Of coursefl this pre
supposes an American advisor who is a man of
knowledge and integrity and who is trying to do a
conscientious joto**1
Senator Pulbright said he felt the Department of
State should attempt t© explain the American legislative
process rather than tell them to hire 18Joe ©eakes® for
$1@O»@00«,

Ball admitted that if a country asks them to

recommend a firms, the desk officer in the Department will
suggest a ,9half-dozen® firms that could satisfy their
needo*^

Ball continued^

But this .is a very hard matter to handles, because
if we didn81 recommend anyoneg then they may get
someone who will not serve their purposes or our
purposes at all. If we do recommend someone
there is no easy way to make a selection that is
totally impartialo
Cooley has also been criticized for his control of
the decision-making process within the committee.

Since the

sugar bill is generally given a closed ruling in the House
Committee on HuleSj, his control over his own Committee gives
him virtual control of the House version of the sugar bill.
71o

Ibid,„ p, 20,

72, 'Ibid,o p, 43<>
73=

Ibid,

The closed ruling forces the House of Representatives to
accept or reject the sugar bill as reported by the Goximitte©
on Agriculture,,

With nearly thirty states involved in sugar

beet pr©duetion9 and. additional states involved in sugar
refiningg few ©ongressmen can risk the defeat of the whole
bill over a disagreement on the determination of foreign
quotas*
HoliberS $T= Garroli in his study of the House of
Representatives states that the efficient part of a com
mittee consists of the chairman plus a few core members
7k
representing both political parties» ^ This characteristic
seems to prevail in the House Agricultural Committee=
Representative Paul Findley9 a member of the committee9
stated that a select group was picked by Cooley to make the
basic decisions and then the "results were proposed to the
whole committee with the warning that the bill was Mso com
plicated" that % e shouldn’t change it*M^^

The special

subcommittee consisted of the following members:

Harold 3D*

Cooley (D-Horth Carolina)# We R» Foage (D-Texas)■» Thomas So
Abe m e thy (D~Mi ssissippi ')<, Graham Furcell (D-Texas)9 Paul B*
Bague (B-Fennsyivania)9 Charles M* Teague (1-Calif©rnia)s
Albert E* Quie (R-Minnesota) $, and Catherine May (R7%.

Carroll9 on. bit.«, p. 28*

75® William C* Seldver,."Sugar hobby Buffeted,”
Christian Science Monitor* October ls 1985, P» 1°

Washington). Findleys the chief opponent to the sugar bill

in the House was not selected as a member of the sub
committee 0
Cooley frequently praises some of the foreign agents
during the committee hearings„ In addressing Rattu Edward
CawobaUj, the Vice Chairman of the Fiji Sugar Industry,
Cooley stated the following0
We are very delighted to have you here, sir, and
I can assure you that you are represented by a
very able man, a man who is held in high esteem
by all members of this committee, and a very
persuasive sort of fellow. I am sure he will
present your cause and represent yem/wello
Charley, we will call on you later.*®
Cooley was referring to Charles H„ Brown who was hired by
the Fiji Islands for $2^,000.

However, it is interesting t©

note that while the Administration recommended a quota of
I0,h89 tons for the Fiji Islands, Cooley6s committee cut
this to 2k-»323 tons,

fhe final figure was 35st-89 tons as

contained in the Senate bill.??
The above example makes any comparison of lobbyists®
fees to quotas granted in the legislation quite meaningless.
The accusers generally compare a foreign nation8s
increasing quota with the fees paid to its Wash
ington representative. But few accusers bother
to note that other countries employing equally
76. House Committee on Agriculture, Hearingsfl 19SS
po lj?S>0

well paid lobbyists were out baek«, So far, nobody
has bremght forth evidence that the !’sugar lobby*8
is indeed swaying Soagress.'
Indeed no one has been able to prove that there has
been any improper influence» Representative Hall (RMissouri) stated that the lf6j> sugar bill, smelled of the
”patik odor of payola,*1 but no examples were cited.?'*
The appearance of favoritism or payola may be as
harmful as if it existed.

Arthur £. Quinn of Quinn and

Quinn represented the British West Indies, Ecuador, Panama,
and British Honduras for a total fee of $25*000.®®

The

total gain for his four countries in the House of Repre
sentatives (based on figures from Table 6) equalled 55*135
tons.

Computed at $7© a ton this represented an increase in

the foreign exchange earnings of these countries of
$3*859,450.
While this was a good increase for his countries,
Quinn's influence was of greater importance in relation to
the import fee.

Gohley stated that Quinn had arranged a

meeting at the Panamanian Embassy for fourteen Batin Ameri- .
can nations.

Cooley and Poage attended as well.

All the

countries agreed that the import fee on sugar should be
78.

Wall Street Journal. October 18, 1965* P« 4°

79o Congressional Record Appendix, 89th Cong., 1st
Bess., 1965, p. A4711o

at?oil shed o A later meeting of seventeen Latin American
comtries was held at the Hiearaguan Embassy=

The Johnson

Administration had originally favored eon timing the import
fee and then announced a reversal of this policy at a White
louse meeting with the Latin American diplomats 0 Go©ley
made the following statement during the hearings on the 1965
bills
I think Mro Quinn is entitled to credit for having
arranged those meetings, which resulted in giving
up this fee, which was more or less a nuisance,
and entirely incompatible with our foreign policy
and with our attitude toward our Latin American
friendso
As he points out in M s statement here, he is
about the oldest sugar rat in the barn„ He has
been around a long time. And I know, Mr. Quinn,
that everybody holds you in high esteem, and that
this statement of yours will be given, very careful
consideration* You have presented some facts and
arguments which are very persuasive, and X am
Certain that the committee, when we go into exec
utive session, will review what you have said in
behalf of your clients, and will do the best we
can to come out with some fair and equitable
settlement of a matter &n controversy*®1
'Whether or not the pressure from Latin American countries as
organized by Quinn accounted for the sudden reversal in the
Administration's policy and whether or not the increases
given to Quinn's countries was a reward for his activity in
defeating the import fee is impossible to determine*

How

ever, William G* Selover, who had followed the sugar
81*
pp* 182=83*

House Gommittee on Agriculture, Hearings„ 1965,
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legislation for the Christian Science Monitor,, stated that*
#the lobbyists banded together in opposition to this fee*
and the Administration relented,,
The unsavory aspects of the sugar lobbyists were
enhanced by the fact that John Ao 0 9Donnell was the Philip
pines 9 foreign representativeo

Although the Philippine

quota is guaranteed by treaty* Congress does have the
authority to increase the quota,

©^Donnell had been criti

cized by the Senate (3omm.ittee on Foreign Relations in 1963
for attempting to deceive Congress and the executive* and
for making use of public office for personal gain as a
foreign a g e n t T h i s charge concerned the Philippine Mar
Damage Bill of 1962$ but it placed foreign agents repre
senting sugar countries in am unfavorable light0
She Role of the Foreign Agent
The problem of determining the role of the foreign
agent is partly ©bscmrred by the lobbying technique of
"puffing* H whereby a foreign agent writes back to his
employer an exaggerated account of his activities0 Such
tactics impress the client that "their man" has the inside
tracko

In the 1963 investigation of the activities of

82» William S 0 Selover* "Sugar hobby Buffeted*"
Christian Science Monitor* October 1* 1965* p« ?<>
83o Senate Committee on Foreign Relations* Hear
ings * 1963* pp» 177-263.
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nondiplomatic agentss Michael B» Bean© admitted that puffing
was a common tactic and that he had used it in representing
the Dominican Sugar Councilo

He admitted that his corre

spondence with his clients overplayed his role in achieving
thingss when in reality, he had little or rib control over
the outcomeo

In a letter of April 10, 196l, Deane indicated

that in I960 he had

skillfully and discretely” succeeded in

maintaining the Dominican Republic’s quota by taking advan
tage of a situation in which there was a Republican Presi
dent and a Democratic Congress„ Deane testified that he
could not have done anything to prevent or affect the
decisiorio®^

In another letter of May 21}., 1961, Deane

implied that the President had invited him to the Mhite
Houseo

In fact, the Invitation had come from the Rational

Democratic Committee and the reception had nothing to do
O'g
with the sugar legislation*
While Deane protested that he
was not lying to his clients, he did admit that he did
deliberately exaggerate the effectiveness and extent of his
activities*
Ibid*0 pp= 552-54=85 •

Ibid** pp* 575-78.

86*

Ibid*s p* 586,

Under=*Seoret&ry of State Ball made the following
observation on pmffimg activity.*
I think that very oftens or let me say from time
to timeg the agents that are retained by these
foreign governments do not at all deliver what
they claim they wills and that there is a
certain element of puffing in their assertions <,
That this undoubtedly is not either very healthy
or very useful because the consequence is that
the foreign government has spent money it
shouldnat spends and has been rather disen
chanted about the kind of methods which maynhave
to be followed in pursuit of its objective0 '
Moreoverg Attorney General Katzenbaoh stated that he thought
"in many cases, they ^foreign agentsj may very well take
credit for a number of things that they had nothing on earth
to do witho "®^
Representative Paul Findley (R-Illinois) attacked
the activities of foreign agents by saying that they in no
way benefit the United States,

To the degree that they have

influence, they weaken our governmental system; and to that
degree they have no influence, they take their clients money
in return for nothing except disillusionment and bitter89
ness.
Inasmuch as the lobbyists for foreign interests
are in disrepute and do not serve our best
interests, why put up with themf It is not a
87o Ibid,, p, 18,
88,

Ibid,, p, 123o

89a Congressional Record, CXI, 89th Cong,, 1st
Bess,, October 7a 198^, P« 26351a

tmestit.©m ©f gmilt ©p innoeenoe. It is a
of what is best for the Waited States a0''
©me ©f the main points in favor of domestic lobby
ists is that they provide ©ongressmen with alternate seureee
of infomatioBo

However, since the foreign agents have

their maim offices in either Washington or lew York, they
have access to abomt the same imformatiom as a Somgressmaao
In cases where information is classified, the Oomgressman
may have access to even more Information^

Most of the

information smpplied t© Congressional committees by foreign
agents comes from the various executive agencies such as the
Bepartment of Agriculture and the Department of Commerce»
Relatively little #new information^ is added to what is
already available to the Congressman,

Both the House Com

mittee on Agriculture and the Senate Committee on Finance

..

prepare concise yet comprehensive statistical tables for its
memberso
SEh© foreign agent cam, however, focus attention on a
particular national problem.
highest per capita income in
suela with ©olombia the next

For example,Tenesuelahas the
Batin America ($826 for Vernehighest at

It would

appear that other nations should be given a sugar quota in
9©o

.Ibid,

91, ©harles Iff, Anderson, Politics and Economic
Ghange in Latin Americag The §ov®rnin^ of Restless Rations
&Princeton, lew Jerseys B« Van 1©strand Gompany, $me,,
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preference to Venezuela,

Howeverg as Charles Patrick Clark

stressed, while the petroleum industry accounts for 29,9$ of
the Venezuelan gross national product, 52,6$ of governmental
revenues, 93=3^ of its exports, it accounts for only 1.3$ of
the labor force (based on 1963 figures).^

Clark made the

following statements
It is elementary that a sound and developing agri
cultural sector will not only enhance the well
being of a country8s rural population, but will
strengthen the political stability of the country
as well and will assure more widespread sharing of
the benefits of economic development. 'In this
respect, Venezuela8s modest requested permanent
sugar quota, which it is qualified to fulfill, is
in consonance with its desire to achieve a healthy
agricultural environment and greater diversifi
cation of its economic activity.?3
The Committee for Economic Development has stressed the
importance of increased agricultural production in any sound
plan for economic development.

oh

In order to diversify its economy and provide jobs
for the other 99$ of the labor force, Venezuela has attempted
to expand its sugar production.

However, Venezuela has a

special problem in that the high wages in the petroleum
industry force agricultural wages to a relatively high level.
92. W.S. Senate, Committee on Finance, Hearings,
Sugar, 89th Song., 1st Sess., 1965, p. 253° Sited hereafter
as Senate Committee on Finance, Sugar, 1965°
93°

Ibid.n p. 2l|4°

91}.« Committee for Economic Development, Trade
Policy Toward Low-Ineom® Countries. A Statement by the
Research and Policy Committee, June 1967, p« 11°

The high wages Inerease Veneziaela® s cost of production to
around 60J> cents per pound which makes competition on the
world market nearly impossible@

The sugar industry employs

j>©sQ0O workers9 contributes 1.% of the gross national
product9 and has a productivity per worker ratio seven times
that of the next highest agricultural product
SIark was able to convince the House of Represent
atives to give Venezuela a quota of 3090OO tons.
eventual quota for 196^ was 179000 tons.

Its

The foreign agent

can emphasize the special facts which he feels are relevant
in considering the distribution of quotas.

Those who attack

the foreign agents could well argue, however, that foreign
diplomats could do this as well, if not better9 than the
’foreign agents,
The Foreign Agent *s Tactics
Before Oommlttees
Foreign agents are given very little time for oral
presentations,

Therefore, they usually submit a written

supplementary statement which Is more detailed than the oral
presentation.

Brevity is a key factor in committee hearings,

For example9 in 1965 the Senate Committee on Finance held
hearings for a day and a half,

During that period, thirty-

three witnesses appeared to testify,

A foreign agent who

95o Senate Oommittee on Finance, Sugar, 1965, pp«
2^S4j.9o

assures the eeramittee that he will be brief has at least
started properly,,
A foreign agent will seldom discuss the question of
domestic quotas0 This is probably due to the fact that they
recognize that in order to get any bill through Congress
they need the supportg or at least the passive consensus* of
the domestic industry0 To attack a settlement between the
sugarbeet growers and the sugarcane growers would only
create problems*

Moreover* foreign agents realize that

Congress is more sympathetic to protecting, its domestic
production than it is in providing a market for a foreign
country*

Oscar L* Chapman* representing the Mexican

National Union of Sugar Producers* proved to be the excep
tion*

In 1965 the domestic producers had agreed upon an

increase of 37£s>OQQ tons for beetsugar and 20£,000 tons in
mainland canesugar— which set the domestic sugar rate at
6*390*000 tionso*^

This increase was to compensate the

American farmer for extending his production during the 19&3
sugar price crisis*
Ohapman attacked the increase in domestic quotas for
three reasonss

(1 ) United States sugar was more expensive

than imported sugar* (2) United States consumption had
stopped increasing* and (3) purchases ef sugar by the United

States9 especially in Latin imeriea'j, replaced the need for
foreign aldo^?

This brought forth a scathing attack from

Representative Catherine May (l°Washlngton)5 one of the
leading Republican members of the House Committee on Agri
culture,,

She condemned Chapmansa use of j8false statistics®

to show that American sugar was more expensive*^

That Mr»

Chapman fs tactic backfired can be seen in the following
statement by Mrs, May--a member of the special subcommittee
on sugaro
It is indeed peer manners# to say the least# for
any foreign interests to make a plea for a pref
erential place in this market by launching an
attack cm American producers--which Mr# Ghapman#
as a spokesman for Mexico# has done. Certainly#
as far as I am concerned# it has prejudiced M s
ease with me# as a member of this committee
Another topic which foreign agents tend t© avoid is
foreign policy.

Since most foreign agents represent sugar

associations rather than governments # they frequently state
at the beginning that since they do not represent the
government they are not qualified to discuss foreign policy
issueso

Despite their reluctance to speak out on such

matters# foreign policy may be important ip. the decision- ;
making process.

Representative Gharles M, Teague (1-

97o .House Committee ©m Agriculture# Hearings# 196$#

p o 00 0

Qaliformia) of the House Committee on Agriculture spoke
about Mexico’s foreign policy=
Speaking for myself, 1 would be much, more sympa
thetic to the Mexican sugar Indus try, if their
Government, the Republic of Mexico, were more
helpful to ms in ©ur nrobleras with Cuba and the
Berninican Republic o1
Mexico has consistently maintained, an independent
foreign policy -and has frequently opposed the Waited States,
especially in inter-American affairs„ Mexico remains the
only Batin American Republic to have diplomatic relations
with Guba, and has been the chief, opponent of the creation
of an inter-American military force=

The ©hristlam Science

Monitor characterized Mexico as the paladin of the Western
'Hemisphere for standing up to the economic and political
might of the United S t a t e s M e x i c o ’s quota was cut by
J>©.,0@© tons in the House ©f Representativeso

The Mexicans

interpreted this cut as a result of its independent foreign
policyo

Hugo Be Margain, the Mexican Ambassador to the

United States, charged that the United States was using
political pressure.

Other Mexicans denounced it as Apolit

ical b l a c k m a i l , It must be remembered that Mexico's
final quota of 3%B,g01 toms was the largest quota for any
1©0,

House ©ommittee on Agriculture, -Hearings, 1965,

P° 95=

101o Henry Gimiger, “Anti-Ho S0 Stand Hailed in
MexicooA Hew York Times, Hovember 27, 1965, p= 62»
102®

Ibid®
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country in the Western Hemispheres and was second only to
the Philippines = -Whether Mexico Is quota was cut for polit
ical reasons or whether Mexico made use of a small out to
refurbish its paladin image is unclear, but what is clear
is that foreign agents .attempt to avoid discussing foreign
policy issues which may irritate American Congressmen*
The foreign agent will, however, attempt to stress
the importance of his client to the United States*

Arnold

Shaw, representing the Peruvian Sugar Producers8 Association
stressed that his organisation was a voluntary group which
received no subsidy from the Peruvian government nor had any
connections with the government*

However, Shaw was quick to

point out President Belaunde8s policies of creating his 11own
version of the Great Society^ and the importance of United
States support for his efforts
The foreign agent will attempt to stress certain
points in his presentation*

His client's purchase of Ameri

can goods, especially agricultural products, is usually
stressed since the 1962 sugar bill recommended that countries
which import American agricultural goods be given preference
in the distribution of global quotas*

They are particularly

quick to point out, if they can, that purchases made by
their countries were not purchased -under the Public haw
103* House Sommiftee on Agriculture, Hearings,
196Ss p* 125o

tj.g0.-the food surplms bill which sells agrieultural goods at
pedmeed rates.

For examples'©hapman meted that Mexiee was

the leading pmrchaser ©f Unitad States agrieultural products
in Satin America.

It purchased $65.^21). million worth of

agricultural products and received am additional '$9,971
million in agricultural aid.

He pointed out that while

Brazil6s total ©f $100=, 622 million was greater ■than
Mexico'ss $09.28%. million of this was in the form of foreign
aids leaving ©mlj $110338 million in actual purchases„
It should he noted that the source of Chapman8s information
was the Economic Research Service of the United States
Department of Agriculture0
The importance of being number one in agricultural
purchases from the United States was stressed when Charles
Batrick Clarks representing Venezuelan sugar interestss
noted that Ohapman's figures did not include Venezuela which
received no agricultural foreign aid and purchased over $100
million in agricultural products.^
ih© main agricultural product stressed is tobacco5,
since Cooley's Worth Carolina is a major tobacco producer0
For example, the Australian foreign agent Robert ©. Barnard
used three pages of diagrams based on United Stages govern
ment sources showing that Australia led all the principal
10%»

Ibidon p 0 980

105.

I b id o 0

p .

212 0

M e s t e m Hemisphere sugar suppliers eombined in per capita

imports of Waited States tobaeeo9 total tobacco Importsg and
imports of eared t o b a c c o These figures were conspie”
momsly absent in his statement presented to the Senate
©oramittee on Finance,

In place of the tobacco charts

Barnard submitted charts and graphs showing the sharp
increases in Australian purchases ©f American goods
Brazil stressed its role as the largest importer of
Waited States wheat in the Western Hemisphere^ and proposed
a wheat*=sugar trade agreement,

It offered to purchase

200$#00 tons of wheat for l@@s000 toms of sugar
Since Oongress has in recent years been concerned
with the balance of payments problem and the outflow of
golds most foreign agents attempt to show that the money
earned from sugar sales is returned to the Whited States in
the form of -industrial and agricultural purchases,

Robert

So Barnard pointed ©mb that Australian purchases had more
than tripled from 1958•"64. and that America8s share of
Australian imports had risen from 13,2% to 23=
106,

Ibid,. pp. 286"89.

107®

Senate Sommitte© on Finance, Sugar. 1965, pp.

212-14."
108, House Committee on Agriculture. Hearings.
1965, p. 137® '
;
109.
207
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Senate Gommittee on Finance, Sugar. 1965, p.

Foreign agents have.attempted t© persuade Songress
to give increased quotas to these countries with which the
..Waited States has a favorable balance of payments situation—

where the purchases' of Amerieaa goods exceeds a country8s
exports to the Waited States.

In 1965 Peru stated that it

had experienced an unfavorable trade balance with the Waited
States for every year from 1955 to 196% with the exception
110

of 1957o

Argentina8s agricultural counselor Bariqme Q-«

Valemte gave the following figures @m Argemtina-Wmited

States balance of payments.

'These figures are from the

Bureau of Semsms of the Whited States Department of Sommer©©.
TABLE 1©
ARSENTIME EXPORTS AMD IMPORTS WITH
THE WHITED STATES
(I & llio n s o f D o lla r s )
E x p o r ts
I m p o r ts
B a la n c e

T ear

1960
1961
1962
196%
T o ta l

19%8-52
1953-57
1958-62
Sou rce

11©«

327-5
383-2
398.8
255, k

-237-0
-299.5
=310-0
=10%.9

503»6

1,00005

1,103-0

863
675
562

1,027
865
1,621

9#.5
@3.8
88.8
90*5

.

=10%
=190
-1,©59

W»So .Senate, Soamittee ©m Financep
., 1st Bess.g 1965s p« 17^*
I b i d .o p.

382.

Argeatiaa apgaed that stush skewed halame® ©f payments
flgopes shomld be ©©'rreeted bj allowing Argentina to export

greater q,uantitles of smgar t® the Wnited States,

Mexico1s

unfavorable balamee of payments problem with the Wnited
States is even larger than Argentina8s.

In 196% Eexieo

imported from the Wnited States $1,076 billion worth of
goods while the Waited State® purchased only $6%3»® million
worth of goods— a $B33oQ million trade deficit with the
Wnited States,
Congress finds great appeal in the eomeept of-selfhelp, AWhile some foreign agents equated trade with aid,
Bern8s foreign agent placed even greater emphasis on the
importance of trade.
Aid alone therefore will never do the job. At
best, it earn serve importantly as an economic
eatalyst to the rest of the nations of Latin
America, fhe real job of development has to
be done by trade and by the Latin American
commtries themselves $ their governments s and
most especially the private sector,-11-*2
To stress the role of private enterprise and to .dis
pel the idea that the large sugar plantations are the sole

beneficiaries of the access to the Wnited States prefer
ential market, the foreign agent may describe the structure
of the sugar industry in the state he represents,

Arnold

Shaw pointed out that of the fifty-three Peruvian sugar
111, louse Committee on Agriculture, Hearings,
196*>, p, 191,
112®

Ibxd,, p , 126,

prodmeeps there were ten large producers (70,000 tons per
year), five medium producers

000-20,000 -tons per year),

and thirty-height small producers (less than ^,000 tons per
year)*

Moreover, he noted that IZfo of the sugar industry is

owned hy Peruvians
Stress is also placed on the benefits which accrue
to the workers« ©hapaan pointed out that, by Mexican law,
%&fo of the gross income of sugar sales must be paid to the
Ilk
cane farmers *
■ Arnold Shaw stated that Peruvian sugar
workers are the highest paid agricultural workers in Berta-three to six times the national average agricultural wage*
le stated that from I960 to 196$ wage and labor benefits
were increased on some sugar estates by as much as 139 =3^ or
, 11 ^

at am average annual increase of 19%=

Shaw was repre

senting both the sugar producers of Ifera and the Federation
of Workers of Peru,

Whether his figures are completely

accurate is ©pen to questlorn, "but the impression he attempted
to create was that labor and not just the large estates
benefited by the sugar sales to the Wmited States,
Another tactic that the Latin American foreign
agents used was to stress President Johnson0s speech cele
brating the fourth anniversary of the Alliance for Progress
113=

Ibldoo p= 122=

11%=

Ibid*o p= 9%=

11$=

Ibid,= p= 128

in HkicM he preaaised- t© remove the import fee em siagar and,
to provide an expanding market for Latin American sugaro

In

argEimg. for increases in their quotas9 they then stressed
that Johmson?s quota recommendations cut rather than expanded
the market for Latin American sugar,

Arnold F„ Shaw made

the following statement before the Hornse Agricultural Com
mittees
It o o o came as a great shock for us to note that
under the proposed distribution formula in the
administration's bill the OAS countries received
only 6$ percent of all W 0S0 foreign sugar imports
(excluding the fhilippimes) versus 77 percent
under the quota distribution provided for in the
Sugar Act of 1962« This is hardly consistent with
President Johnson8s declaration on Tuesday that
the United States •'will also try to maintain a
regularly expanding market for Latin American
sugar o1-1-®
Table 11 demonstrates the effect the Administration’s for
mula would have had on the Latin American nagtfehfs percentage
of the American market and the percentages as passed by
Congress in 1965«

The sugar exporters which belonged to the

Organization of American States adopted a resolution
requesting that the United States reserve at least 90%' of
its foreign sugar quotas (exclusive of the Philippines),

By

protesting the Administration’s formula9 the Latin American
countries did make a few gains.$, but they did not obtain the
9%a17% which they enjoyed in 1962 as Table 11 indicates.
116,

Ibid,o p,

12k-*

Qomntry

. 1962 Act

Ouba
Mexico
Bominicam Hep®
Peru
Brazil
Br® W® Indies
Argentina
Ecuador
Wiearagua'
Guatemala
Sosta Hiea
0©l©mbia
Haiti
11 Salvador
Panama
Br® Honduras
Venezuela
Paraguay

$?o77
6® 71
S® 71
6-o71
6®37
3*19
cat3#
088
®88
*71
®88
1®06
®71
636
*53
*35

Totals

9W7

Johnson8s
■Proposal.
57*77
7-29
7*21
i®50
A®1A
2® 28
1®19
-93
®7S
*65
052
-35
-32
-27
*©i
-05
—

88*97

sa

11

I
si
8|
II
ig
Sg
II

TAME

? the:

Percent
changes1965-62

8-6
t 7*5
-32*9
=35*®
=280 5
- 5*7
=13-h
- 7*®
=16-1
-51*9•
=50*7
=11-1
"A9-1
'-77*2
-—

-ih-3

Final
Bill
50-00
7-73
7-56
6-03
3-02
-93
lol©
089
• -75
-89
-80
-A2
' *55
-56
-22
-38
■.
89*39

Source» W.S. Souse of Bepipesent&tlves, ^Committee on
Agriculture^ Amenel and Extend tlie Sugar Act of 19i|S» Hearings9 89th igong®, 1st Sess® s If^Ss P« 1W»
A common taetio employed by the foreign agents is t©
demonstrate the nation8s need for the United States sugar
market®

Latin Americans are particularly sensitive on this

point since they have no access to any other preferential
market®

fable 12 shows that the only market for Latin Amer

ican sugar other than the United States is the world market®

TABLE.12
SUGARS

EXPORTS TO THE OTITED.STATESs OTHER PREFERENTIAL,
AID EORED MARKETS®

E x p o r ts t o U n ite d
S t a t e s ( thornsand
s h o r t t o n s 9 Fair

E x p o r ts to o th e r
E x p o r t s t o w o r ld
p r e f e r e n t i a l m a r k e t s m a r k e t (th o rn sa n d
( th orn san d s h o r t y
s h o r t t o n s s raw
t o n s s raw

Ooimta?-y

b
th e
A r g e n t in a

B r a s il
B r i t i s h H on d u ras
B r i t i s h W e st I n d i e s
0h im a s l e p m b l i e o f
G o lo m b ia
R ie a
E em ador

II
E rezieh W est
G u a te m a la
H a iti
I n d ia
M a u r itiu s
M exio©

26S
1®
2©1
10
399

1,1.78
216
1@S
8

1S6
. 99
66
26
903
70
19
16
61
39
39
1^4
o

2
343
7©
kk
3®
g®f
|2
19
%9
9i|.
52
41
119
0
67

©

386

379

47©

©

1,217
20
217
$
. i®4
6
142
2®
41
412
0
21
14
37
41
15
111
12

©

©
733
©
0
27
1,024
©
0
0
0

©
'0
214
217
0
©
0
35
55®

©

0
0
@
0
612
703
0
0
0
©
•27
25
1,126 1,068
0
©
©
0
©
©
0
©
0
©
©
288
253
206
185
©
0
0
O'
©
0
40
4©
619
'591
i
0

0
©
1®
15®
421
333
70 . 72
76
129
0
0
©
©
68©
574
6
©
0
0
29
151
0
0
4
3
■ ©
0
10
12
1
1
0
0
447
303
.32
37

©

22

It

40
480
5
123
0
0
819
0
0
423
10
2
0
0
27
0
189
23
11

0

37

66

TABLE 12--’Continued
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Pern
Reunion
South Africa
Southern.Rhodesia
Turkey
Venezuela
Total

k
0
Si©
11
13#
©
93
Q

s©
11
5

kl
3
10
12#
13
©
. 12

%#7#©

39
19
0
%2
©
. 12©
1©
0
©

0
©
0
©
209
133
0
©
0

3* #©2

3S2P>

.

■0
©
©
©
2©5
33©
3#
©
©

0
0
0
0

_

A
29G
7©
O
0

3,6©7 jl,5©3

©
©
0
0

-3
0
0
117
3©
%©
0
il9

©
0
2
23©
56
2©2
@
158
0

1,92^ 2,497

2,92©

3k

202
©
68

&<> Sxolmdss Franee and net sugar importing countries of Canada * Song
E©ngs Iceland# the Netherlands, and Waited Kingdome
b0

Preliminary o

Co

Includes Swaziland*,'

Sourceo WoSo louse of Representatives# Committee on Agriculture9 Selected
Bata on Sugar Wader the Sugar Act of 1 9 W « As Amended by the Sugar Act Amendments
of 19^2o'~B9th Congo 9 1st"*Sessa# 19'Sl’s, p» o.
'v
™
"

As demonstrated previously, Venezuela shewed that if it had
to'sell en the world market, it would fee selling at a less.
A number of other countries from which the Waited States
buys sugar do have access to preferential markets 8 Aus
tralia, British Honduras, British Vest Indies, Fiji Islands,
French West Indies, Malagasy Republic, Mauritius, Reunion,

South Africa, and Southern Rhodesia*

As Table 12 indicates,

in 1 9 % Batin America was- forced to sell 923 thousand tons
on the world market.

H© Batin American country has been

able to sell sugar 'to any other preferential market.

The

Batin American foreign agents stressed the need for a
greater rather than a smaller percentage of the Waited

States preferential market.
Another common tactic used by the foreign agents is

to demonstrate its ability to meet the Waited States
demands, carry reserve quantities of sugar to assure a
steady- supply, and have adequate storage and shipping facil
ities. 'The ability to assure a steady supply is quite
important since this is one of the original goals of the
sugar quota law.

Brazil *s two growing seasons (one in the

north and a ■different one la the south) enables it to supply
sugar throughout the entire year rather than on a seasonal
basis.

Hearn®as of supply may also be a factor.

The Baha

mas stressed that they could assure rapid delivery of sugar
since it was so close to the United States.

Buba had long

sep-red as am ideal smppliem ef sugar simee it was ©lose t©
the Wmited States and had a large sugar crop„ Latim Amerioan foreign agents use the nearness of supply argument
against the distribution ©f quotas t© eountries outside the
Western Hemisphere0
Foreign Agents and the Executive Branch
Tti® executive branch of government is another target
of the foreign agents simee the executive generally writes
the original proposals for sugar legislation.

Wader-

Secretary of State Seorg® W» Ball made the following state
ment in testimony before the Senate Committee on Foreign
Halations investigating the activities of nondiploma tic
representatives s .
#ur examination revealed that most visitors to the
department promptly identify themselves and indi
cate the person or firm they are representing, if
not,, the departmental officer is instructed to
insist on am identification before undertaking a discussion. She Departments" experience shows
that, by and large, registered foreign agents
volunteer their identity and representation. Most
agents have all t® gain and nothing to l@s© by
ferthrightfmlness. .Since the personnel of the
Department consists largely of professionals with
experience at home and abroad, they are generally
quick to identify the Bongoveramemtal personnel
involved in their area-of activity,^^7
During the same hearings, Michael B. Deane, a former agent
for the Dominican Republic, testified that he always identi
fied himself as a foreign
117o Senate Gommittee on Foreign Relations, Bear*
L, i%5j, pp. 12-13.
,.

The following dlis©mss.lon teetween Senator J, 'W«
Falterigtet and Ball shows' the problem faced toy the executive

attempting't© formulate a foreign policy and the effect of
foreign agents.
IShen yon heeome involved in a thing like
the Sugar Act where the result was really contrary ■
to yomr expressed policy* doesn61 that distmrh yen
, anyf ion111 you. know that the lobbying had some influence mpon the final result? Aren* t you comeermed about carrying your own policies into effect?
Bo®sa81 it disturb you to have other governments
come in and be able to circumvent yomr.policy?
@halnaan.

Mr. Ball. Yes* it is always a very disturbing
problem to find the policies under attack* but here
again it has seemed t® us "that thfre was compliance
with the law so far as we;knew. *
Shil© Ball was reluctant to single cut sugar legis
lation as being influenced toy "lobbyists dm® to his unfamil
iarity with the particular bill* Attorney Berneral Katsentoaeto
specifically cited the sugar'legislation* American action in
Katanga* and alien property bills as instances where lobby
ists had some effect on the:action taken.

Katzenbaeh con

tinued s
I think there have been instances where the activ
ities ■of these agents have had an important effectupon items affecting the foreign policy of this
commtry. I can think of instances of that»
If I were to make a general judgment on the
question* do 1 think that these foreign agents are
generally and in many areas importantly influ
encing the foreign policy of this country * I would
answer "Bo,”11?
Up

H*P o

P©

IpJo

Xfe^Lclo p p o X 2 2 c.

Barlag the.testizaony of Michael B«. Beanes it'was
clear that imeh o£ his activities were directed- teward the
executive hrameh.

Beam® mad® ©eataets with Adelph Berle who’

was then lm the Bepartmemt ©f State | ^Momas Manns then Wader6
Secretary- of State for Batin American Affairs3 and a State
Bepartmeat desk officer for the Bomlmloam Hepmblico

Beane

also scheduled a meeting with Presidential advisors Richard
Soodwin and Arthur Sehlesingers hut these were cancelled.
Bean© also testified that foreign agents may fre
quently write- sugar legislation t© fee presented to Congress,
Beane noted that Martin Friedman of Chapman and Friedman

(Chapman was the foreign agent for Mexico I had prepared a
draft of a sugar M U ' in June 1961

Beane later

explained that as members of the national Capitol Bern©-'
era tic Glmfe@ the;foreign agents would frequently ”femap into

each otherM and discuss sugar and proposed drafts of legis
lation,

Bean© insisted that these meetings were not pre

arranged and that there was me group or association of
foreign agdhts,1^1
Beane 'also- testified that the relationship between ’
the foreign';' ageht and the executive may fee a two-way rela
tionship, " He testified that Herbert Waters, Assistant
Administrator -for Material Resources in the Agency for

International Development "(AID)a suggested to Beane that he
submit to the government of the Bominiean BepuMie'a pro
posal to barter sugar for wheat0 In a letter dated July 7S
2go
1961 Beane did do this»
In a letter to the Senate.6@m~
mittee on Foreign Relations Waters admitted that he did make

suoh a suggestion, but that it was In response to an inquiry
by Beane
Whether or mot #ie personnel in the aseeutive. branch
>
have been untimely influenced by the.lobbyists is difficult
.

to determinee

It is certain that the executive, is" erne of

the fecal points of lobbying pressure, but the degree of its
effectiveness is uncertain* ' However, with respect t© rela
tions with Latin America, the important thing is hew they

perceive the decision-making process as functioning» All
Latin American sugar countries except Argentina hired
foreign agents to change the foreign policy of the Whited
Stateso

The main implication of the foregoing statement is

that foreign agents cam be used to- either change or circum
vent established American foreign policy.

The Johnson

Administration®s reversal on its policy of extending of the
Import fee appeared to be effected by Latin American lobby
ists banding together to put-pressure on the Administration,
Moreover, foreign agents can be used, to circumvent foreign "
122,

Ibid,« pp, 599-606,

123*

Ibid,* p, 606,

1^.6

policy„ For examples in 19&2 Michael Bc Deane was repre
senting the Dominican Repmhlie despite the fact that the

United States had severed diplomatic relations with the
Dominican Republic and had condemned it in the Organization
of iaserican States'for aggression agaimst. Venezuela0 While
a diplomat may be declared persona non grata® a foreign
agent can not be as long as he obeys the Foreign Agents
Registration Act,

In the present decision-making process® the foreign
agent appears to play an integral role.

The degree of his

Influence is difficult, if mot impossible, to measure

accuratelyo

There appears t© be no direct correlation

between the size of the agent9s fee or the closeness of his
personal or professional relations with decision-makers and
the size of the sugar quota which is obtained.

Moreover,

the tactics employed by foreign agents may not be effective
at all.

However, it does appear to be true that those coun

tries tfMrch do not hire foreign agents are at a disadvantage
compared to those countries which do hire them.

Among those

countries hiring foreign agents, there appears to be little „
difference in the treatment received which could be attri
buted to the activities of their foreign agents.

However,.

in contrasting the treatment received by those hiring agents
and those not hiring them. It appears that the hiring of a
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foreign agent is a signifiemt factor in the distributicn of
smgar tmotas6

(

fl&PTH 6

POLICY PROBLEMS ARISING- FROM
SUGAR LEGISLATION
Vernon Van Dyke states that a political aeiemtist
must be cone era© d with policy problems amd propose some
solutionso
The suggestion here is that he should be guided by
explicitly stated questions ©r problems0 He
.should seek.answers to questions or solutions to
problems having to do with thought and actions
ends and meana cause and effect$ conditions and
consequenceso The study of polities should thus
be conceived as a questioning-posing and question■ answering activity,,
The previous chapters have dealt with three specific
problems in relation to the distribution of sugar quotas to
foreign countries <, A: problem which has been implied in the
foregoing chapters is the problem as to who should determine
quotas,

Should quotas be determined, in the foreign policy

committees in Congress or should quotas be completely deter
mined within the Executive branch?

A second major problem

has been what criteria should fee used in the distribution ©f
sugar quotas,

A third problem has been the presence of

foreign lobbyists.

Should they be allowed to continue their

activities?' What are the effects of their activities?
1, Vernon Van lyk©$, Bblitieal Sciences A Philo
sophical Analysis (Stanfords Stanford University Brass*
i9sb 3%" "pp,
o"

#10 Siionld Determine Smear QmotasT
As neted previemsif the basic reason for the @stab=»
lisiment of s-mgar legislation was for the protection of the
4@mestle market" and the assurance of a constant supply of
smgar at a reasonable price for -the eemsiamero

Foreign

policy considerations^"exeept for the rebuilding, of the
Smb an economy ““Were not intended despite the fact that the
establishment and distribution ©f quotas is closely related
to foreign policy*

Gordon Gray mad® this point in a Presi

dential report in 1900»
A basic objective of Ihited States agricultural
policy is to improve the economic position of the
American farmer by increasing his real income*
Given this objective, agricultural policies tend
ordinarily to be formulated predominantly within
the framework of domestic economic problems,
circumstances, and considerations * Despite its
preeminently domestic orientation, however, our
agricultural policy has broad ramifications
which make it in fact, if not by design, a
0
fundamental part of our
In sugar legislation ©ongress frequently appears to
be more concerned with the domestic implications of the act
than with the foreign implications« Indeed, Cooley8s tactic
of tying the domestic and foreign quotas into one bill
forces Congressmen not to oppose foreign policy implications
of the bill with which they might disagree*

A Congressman

2* Gordon Gray, 11The Problem Foreseen, “ in Foreign
Aid and American Foreign Policy: A Documentary Analysis* ed*
'David A* Baldwin (lew forks Frederick A* Praeger, 196F),
ppa 200“201o

may fee fmlly aware of the implications of denying a quota to
Argentina^, tout when he is forced to take his stand on the
whole sugar feill9 the domestic implications for his district
may overshadow M s concern for.foreign policy consideratiomsoThis factor is heightened fey the system of repre
sentation in ©ongress--especially in the louse of leprasentativese

Most of the members on the House Committee on

Agriculture represent small rural districts*

They have

sought membership on the committee because their.districts
are concerned with agricultural policies*

For example9

Harold Bo Cooleyte lorth Carolina district is concerned with
legislation on tobacco*

This rural orientation of the louse

Committee on Agriculture could fee used as an argument for

the removal of the Committee’s jurisdiction of legislation
dealing with foreign sugar quotas*
As Gabriel Almond has pointed out in his classic
study on American public opinion and foreign policys Amer
icans in general are more concerned with private and
domestic affairs than with foreign affairs despite periods
of international crises*^

In attempting t© analyze the

American public s Almond notes that the rural population is
less attentive to problems of foreign policy than the urban
Gabriel A* Almonds The American People and
(Hew Yorks Frederick A* Praegera I960Is p*
72

<

p©pulafcion«A It would, appear therefore, that repreentatives of rural districts would he less eoueomod with

foreign policy than represemtatires from urban distrietso
r

However» these representatives of rural districts compose
the greater part of the House Committee on Agriculture and
have a decisive voice in the implicit foreign policy of
sugar legislation.
In order to examine the degree of ruralness of'the
House Committee on Agriculture a comparative study was taken
of the House Committee on Agriculture and the House Com
mittee on Foreign Affairs for the @7bh Congress => During
1965s the Congressional Quarterly classified all Congres
sional districts on the basis of whether it was urbana
5
ruralg or suburban.
In a breakdown of the House Committee
on Agriculturea thirty-two out of its thirty-five members
were elected from -districts classified as being rural,

Two

representatives were from mixed urban districts with a
k.o

Ibid,$ p, 132,

5» MXJrban-Suburban-Rural Breakdowns of all States
and Districts," Congresslonal Quarterly Weekly Report, XXI,
September 20, 1963, pp, 1 6 2 7 This classification was
based on the I960 census. An urban community was one in
which there was a central city of 50,000. A suburban
community was one of closely settled areas contiguous to a
central city but with a population of less than 100,000,
Rural referred to communities of less than 50s000, Where a
district did not have a predominant urban, or suburban popu
lation of 5©# of the total population or where the rural
population did not equal 60$, the district was classified as
a mixed district.

sligpatly larger urbaa pepmlatioa than raral, am# ©m© was
frem a mixed rural district where the raral population was
predominant bat did not equal 6©^ of the population = The
Horns© ©ommittee on Foreign Affairs had a greater variety ©f
districts represemtedo

©f its thirty“four members s eleven

were classified as representing rural districts, eleven from
urban districts, four from suburban districts, and the
remainder from mixed districts=
It is interesting to not© that a high proportion of
the representatives on the House Oommittee on Foreign
Affairs cam© from rural districts,

This might tend to

indicate that perhaps Representatives from rural districts
do not share the same disinterest in,foreign affairs which
Almond attributes to their constituents.

It should be

remembered that during the I960 sugar■legislation struggle,
the House of Representatives was deeply concerned with the
foreign policy implications of the sugar bill.

The Admin

istration was concerned with removing the polities from

sugar while the House ©©raaitte® on Agriculture used the
politics of- sugar for foreign policy ends.

It is the

general conclusion of this paper that the House ©omaittee on
Agriculture is aware of its role as a foreign policy com
mittee .and that transferring future sugar legislation to the
House Qommittee on Foreign Affairs would not necessarily

mean an increase in the attention given to the foreign
policy aspects of smgar legislation*
The jurisdiction of the Senate Gomraittee ©n Financ®
is based on the fact that the Senate Goamittee on Agri"
cnltmre and Forestry is barred by the 1946 legislative
Reorganization Act for dealing with the smgar legislation
dm© to its provision for a.processing tax*

'Mail© the Senate

Gommittee on Foreign Relations has frequently laid claims to
the smgar bill it has never been smccessfBl*

lowevers a few

of the powerful members of the Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations are also members of the Senate Committee on
Finance* For examples Senator J» W» Fmlbright”s battle
against the foreign smgar lobbyists in the Committee em
Finance led him to his own committee5s investigation of the
activities of foreign agents„
In deciding where smgar policy shemld be determined,
it has frequently been suggested that Congress relinquish
its control and give it to the Departments of Agriculture
and State*

The general position of this paper is that past

performance of the Department of Agriculture in coordination
with the Department of State does mot warrant such a change*
The sugar legislation is a matter ©f foreign policy no
matter what attempts are made to place it on a business type
of arrangement* The use of sugar quotas as a foreign policy
i
tool has been more carefully handled by Congress than by the

exeeuttve®

"While Gongpess has undeshtedly made fcaetieal

errers in some ©f its orlteria of iistpibmti©b$ the Qomgress

has net made the' strategie error ef attempting to ignore the
impliedt foreign policy aspects of the awgar. legislationo
A problem arises as to whether or not Congressmen
are oompetent to make suoh decisions0 ©engross has been,
able to prodiace men who thromgh long experience ©m one
committee have developed expertise in specific legislative
areaso

They freqmently cam rival the expertise ©f admin«=

istrative personnel.,

©eoley was in ©engross from 193% t©

1946 and was Shairraan of the House Committee on Agriculture
from 19%9 until 19660

Over this period of time Cooley

amassed such a knowledge of sugar legislation that he was
commonly referred to as *a second Secretary ©f State on
sugar m a t t e r s Few administrative people including
Lawrence Myers*, head of the Sugar Office of the Department
of Agriculture* could claim such am extensive background in
sugar»
However* this Gomgressional expertise ©an be over
stressed* for despite their extensive background* Congress

men must rely on the executive departments to supply them
with the necessary information,.

Max Weber has stressed the

power of the bureaucracy in terms of the administrator9s
6„ James Deakeh, The Lobbyist (Washington* B 0©<>8
fubli© Affairs tress* 1966)* p7~'&3%V'

fcesimieal and professional skill and knowledge»^

James A.o

Robinson has also stressed that a major factor in the
ascendancy of the executive on the determination of foreign
policy is the fact that ©oagress is unable to collect infer©'
mation through its own 'resources*
As pointed out earlier 9 Go©ley frequently emphasized
the point that a democratic Gongress and not a small group
of bureaucrats should make policy*

However, this argument

is weakened by the various undemocratic procedures within
the structures and procedures of Congress« Decisions on
sugar legislation are mad© fey two committees* . In the House
Committee ©n Agriculture the decision in 1965 was actually
limited to Cooley and seven other members of the committee*
Since sugar legislation generally receives a' closed ruling
in the House Committee ©n Hales, the House members are left
with only two options9 to pass the bill as reported fey the
commit tee or defeat it*

With so many states deeply involved

with the domestic portion of the bill, defeat of the bill
becomes a last alternative*

Hhile the Senate has unlimited

defeat® and can make extensive changes, the Senate realises
it must face the House Sommittee on Agriculture in a
7* Max Weber, “Essay on Bureaucracy,m in Bureau
cratic Bower in National Politics* ©d*. Francis E* Rourke
(Boston® little. Brown and Gompany, 19W), pp* 10-12*
@* James A* Robinson, Congress and Foreign PolicyMaking (Homewood, 111*s 'The Dorsey Press, Inc*, 19671™ PP^

©onfereBee Gommlttee,
®b

The M s t e r y ®f cenferenee eeimlttees

smgar legislation shews that in major dispmtes between

the Hems® and the Senate* the Jfoms® normally pr@vai.ls o'
Congressional eowaittee hearings provide an avenm©
ot aeoess to the deeision-makihg pr©eess<.

It is diffieult

to measmre what effect any one commit tee witness may have
en the final policy decisions.

Indeed* interest gremps and

lobbyists may have no effect* but the committee hearing does
allow them to at least b e heard « As David Truman notes* the
'

ritualistic means of adjusting group conflicts and relieving
disturbances through a safety valveo”^

In this manner the

policy process satisfies the democratic #rules of the game»<
Gosaaittee hearings provide a psychological outlet for
domestic and foreign sugar Interests <>
In democratic countries such as Great Britain* the
lobbyists are expected to work closely with administrative

Where Lockean liberalism is the dominant polit
ical myth* decisions of government are supposed
to be the result of conversations* as it were*
between .individuals (elector ate) and. sovereign
(state)'* the intervention of groups is eonsidmerely to be tolerated0 Where corporatistie
attitudes persist* on the other hand* functional
representsti©n~<-that is* the representation of
9= David B« Truman* The Governmental Process;
Political Interests and Public Opinion (Hew Yorks Alfred A»
Ehopf* 19671* p..372o

eorporatlens (in the s©ei©logieal9 not legal9
sense of the term) rather than la^ivifiteLals— is
not only tolerated hmt insisted mpom,^
fher® iss therefore> a tendency in the Waited States to he
smspieiems of lotetoying activity if it is not performed
openly in ptahli© viewo

©n© of the malm objectives of the

Foreign Agents Registration Act is to “espose” the foreign
agents to the public lighto

©ongressional public hearings

allow foreign agents to satisfy their clients by openly'
“performing11 before decision-makers0 Moreover9 the openness
of the hearings satisfies the hock®an nature of American'
polities as. wello
Jacob Jo Kaplan has written extensively on the
problem, of the proposed of commtry-by-conntry allocations of
foreign aid in Congresse' “Essentially the argiment against

legislation on a c o m try basis boils down to an abiding suspicion that Congress can not be depended, upon to act
responsibly„

At times Congress has looked to short range

goals rather than the long term goals of American foreign
policye

She tendency by seme Congressmen to “punish11 Mexico

for its independent foreign policy can be cited as an
l@o Harry E©kste£ns “The Determinants ©f Iressure
dromp Pelitles," in Comparative Politics, edo Harry Eckstein
and David Eo Apter (Mew Yorks She Free Press* 196©)s ppc
411-12°
11 o. Jacob Jo Kaplans fh© Challenge of Foreign Aidi
felltiesa Problems0 and Possibilities (Mew Yorks Frederick
Ao Iraeger7~lWfr~

example of this in sugar Xegislatien0 However^ the history
of the smgar legislation tends t© indicate that ^©ngress9 on
the wholes ha® aeted responsibly in assuring a eonstant
supply of sugar at moderate prices^ protecting the domestic
sugar producers, and considering the implicit foreign policy
of the sugar legislation.

With respect to the Mexican

example. Congress has ^punished*5 Mexico by consistently
increasing its quota.
me
The problem remains, however, as to whether or mot '
the democratic wrules of the game* should be applied to
foreign agents representing foreign principals.

It is the

position of this paper that the foreign agents do not sub
stantially contribute to the policy process.

Instead, there

presence merely complicates and discredits the policy making
process.

This does not mean that substantial evidence can

be found to indicate any improper influence*

However, as

the previous chapter demonstrated, foreign agents have not
•fulfilled a necessary function in the policy-making process.
They provide little information that is new and 'their activ
ities tend to discredit the sugar legislation.
Their presence appears to be dysfunctional.

Their

high retaining fees along with contingency fees lead people
to question %hat do they do to ©arm so much moneyti? Coun-

-havd any effect on legislation or not a American8s fre
quently speak of democratic ideals and criticize Satin
American republics for their corrupt governments, and the
mordidao Yet'what "impression of American ^democratic
idealsy and honest bureaucracy can Satin Americans obtain
from having to pay foreign agents to attempt to influence
Waited States'Congressmen and Waited States agricultural
bureaucrats?

Whether or not actual corruption or improper

influence exists is irrelevant»' What is relevant is the
fact that it appears to foreign governments that they must
hire foreign agents— especially those who have close govern■=■
mental contacts— and that it appears as though they have
some success,

The present system of decision-making on a

country-by-country basis in Congress is dysfunctional unless
the effects of lobbying can be reduced.
During the 1965 battle over sugar legislation Repre
sentative Paul Findley (1-Illinois! introduced an amendment
to the sugar bill which would have denied quotas to any
country which hired a foreign agent after January 1, 1966«
In introducing the amendment Findley made the following
statement,

.

My sole reason for offering the amendment which
would put the foreign sugar lobbyists out of
business is t© guard the integrity of the Cong
ress, and hopefully to sweep away this cloud of
doubt and suspicion which I think all of .us

know Mas M©v@r@d, ever tiais legislation for a good
long timeo12
Bate amendment was rejected on a standing vote 62«=83 and on a
teller vote of 93=11%*^^
A second Findley amendment (the only two amendments
allowed tander the special rales given the 196£ Smgar Bill My
the Hons© Sommittee on Bales I weald have imposed an import
fee on foreign e©Entries (except the Philippines) equal to
7S% of the difference between the Waited States prise and
the world price» The amendment was rejected.as well on a
teller vote of
The OMrlstlan Science Monitor noted that Mth@ big
surprise Mere is not that the amendments failed [but thatj
o o o this effort to reform the legislation remained essen
tially a one-man drive0

SMil© the Findley amendments

gained support in such newspapers as the Hew York Herald
12* -.Congressional Records 0X1a 89tM CongoP 1st
Sesso s October” 12e 1965s p’o'sSfWo
IJo

Qon^ressional Quarterly Almanac» XXIa 1965s p»

H|.o

ibldo

1460
'

15= William 6'o Selover, s,Smgar=Bill Reformsg Lone
Fight.FailssM Christian Science Monitor., October 15» 1965s
p= 1=
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Tribmzie and the Mashing ton Bally H@wss the amendments did
met generate any great support from the louse leadership of
either party.
In 1966 Congress passed a hill whieh tightened and
clarified the Foreign Agents legistration Act of 193®0

fhe

new act requires a foreign agent within tern days of assuminghis position as a foreign agents, and every sixty days there
after* to file detailed reports to the Department of Justice
as to the political interests' or policies which the agent
plans to influence and the means being used to achieve the
result,
the new amendments to the Foreign Agents Regis
tration Act also added the requirement that foreign agents

file statements with Congressional committees before appear
ing before them.

All committee members would thus have

access to this Information,

The new law also required the

Attorney deneral to send all registration statements to the
Department of state and authorised him to send them to any
departments9 agencies or ©omgr®ssi©nal committees at his
discretion.

It also prohibited contingency fees and pro

hibited campaign contributions by foreign agents--punishable
by a $$,@0©' fine and/or five years in prison,

fh@ punish

ment for failing to register is reduced to a misdemeanor
while other violations, of the act, remain subject to charge

as a feleay and are paals&able by a fin© ©f

amd/er

five years im prison*
#hil© the new Foreign Agents Registration Aet has
clarified the law ©m foreign, agents and has prohibited the
meet abmslve activities ©f foreign agents9 the•foreign

policy implications have, not changed*

When sugar legis

lation is needed in 1971» lobbyists will again be hired by
hopeful quota recipients.

Foreign lobbyists can only hinder

our relations with foreign countries,

American foreign

policy will be viewed as a policy based ©n Influence rather
than principle or rational criteria, . She'emly solution to
such a problem is the elimination of foreign agents.
As am alternative to foreign agents, foreign coun
tries could be represented before ©engross by. economic

attaches from individual countries or by representatives of
a group, of countries» In 196$ Carlos Sans de Santamaria$,
Chairman of the Inter-Am@rie.an Committee on the Alliance for
Irogress presented a lengthy document which was prepared fey
the second meeting of the sugar producing countries of the
©rganizatioa of American States,

fhis document presented -a

clear ease for increased quotas for the latin American coun
tries. A document of this type would fee of greater value to
a Congressman than the testimony of the foreign agents, ,
Individual countries would still be able to make open

appeals to Congressmen and members of the exeeutive hranoh
through diplomatic channels=

If a country has a complaint

about United States explicit foreign policy, diplomatic
channels are used*

It fails to be seen why implicit foreign

policy decisions should be treated any differently.
Criteria for Quota Distribution
Ho matter who decides sugar policy or where it is to
be decided, some criteria a%$@ necessary.

A major inter

national power should base its decisions on rational stand
ards.

Despite the executive6s attempt to find an ^objec

tive^ criterion, it is doubtful that one exists.

He

criterion is objective, for the selection of one criterion
will favor one country over another.
own bias.

Each criterion has its

Moreover, it is doubtful that any one criterion

would be able to take into consideration all the various
elements which must be coordinated into a sugar policy,

©n

the other hand, a plethora of criteria actually results in
having no criteria at all since one could find a criterion
to rationalize most any decision.
What follows is a brief description of some proposed
criteria.

One of the most important criterion should be the

use of historical patterns of trade.

As pointed out in the

first chapter, the underdeveloped countries need a steady
supply of foreign exchange earnings.

Quotas should not

fluctuate from one bill to the next unless there is an

mnmsual event smeh as the Qufcan crisis.

Dependenee on

historical patterns of trade would mean a reliance on coun

tries in the Western Hemisphere as the principal sugar
supplier.

The United States should not, as it did in 1965s

go outside the hemisphere if possible.

This, is due not only

to a close Wnited States relationship with Latin America and
the basic principles of the Alliance for frogress, but also
due to the more practical fact that the delivery ©f sugar is
faster within the hemisphere.

Speed in the delivery of

sugar helps maintain a steady supply and a constant price.
When am event disrupts the historical trade pat
terns, the patterns should be quickly stabilized.

Charneatly,

.©mba is still given a quota equal to $0$ of all foreign
imports.

This quota is suspended until the resumption of

diplomatic relations.

It is currently prorated on a tempo

rary basis to those countries which already have quotas.
This ©mban quota'is intended to act as am inducement for
©mba to return to the Western bloc.

The effect of this

provision is, however, that sugar producing Latin Americans
have an economic interest in keeping ©mba from rejoining the
West.

As soon as ©uban-American relations are normalized,

they lose their temporary quotas.
It is unlikely that Cuba will change its.foreign
policy for some years to come.

Meanwhile, all countries

exporting sugar to the Wnited States are uncertain from year

fce year as to what their aetmal queta will be.'

Te stabilize

the smgar market3 Gmfea" s qmota should, be reimeed t© 1$% ©f
the total foreign imports„

This would leave 6mba with a

total of 3%#g0#0 tons whieh is about equal to the present
quotas of Mexico, the Domini©an Republic, and Ferm.

The

remaining 35^ should be prorated on a permanent basis.

This

would give other sugar exporting Batin American countries
some assurance of foreign exchange stability.

Moreover, the

distribution of a smaller temporary quota will facilitate
its re-allocation to Cuba should Cuba and the United States
normalise relations.
At all costs, the United States must not encourage
increased production of sugar.

The world market price

reflects the great excess of world'production.

By following

the traditional patterns of trade the United States ©an
discourage new countries from attempting to build a smgar
exporting economy.
A second major criterion for the distribution ©f
sugar quotas should be that of demonstrated meed.

Countries

such as the Dominican Republic which rely heavily ©n sugar
as a major export should be given priority.

Attempts should

be made to carry out programs of agricultural diversifi
cation through American and international aid programs, but
United States policy should support those countries which
have the greatest meed.

This principle of need should also
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h® used in giving quotas t© those countries which have no
access t© any other preferential market,

Batin American

mmmtries would, particularly benefit by such a criterion^
Quotas should thus be removed or at least not extended for
countries like Australia, South Africa, Fiji Islands,
Mauritius, Malagasy Republic, and Southern Rhodes!ao
fhe principle of need should not, however, be
extended so as not to reward efficient sugar producer's»
Peru is one of the most efficient low cost producers in the
16
world0 . ©mly by rewarding the efficient producers can one
discourage the proliferation of economic sugar producers*
A third:general criterion should be that the distri
bution of quotas should be consistent with general United
States policy, objectives0 Quotas should be given to coun
tries which experience democratic political upheavals and
need economic support» 'The ease of the "Dominican Republic
reflects the opportunity the Waited. States to use sugar
policy to help stabilize a mew democratic government=
While it would perhaps be desirable to separate

trading policy from polities, such a policy is highly
unlikely in a world where the underdeveloped countries must
gain as much foreign exchange as possible to finance eco
nomic development, This competitive nature of international
iSo Alasdair I* Maebeam, Export Instability and
Economic Development (Cambridgeg Harvard Wmiversity Press,
T^fTJo^MYc'

trad© for intermatiomal development mndemines any .#©bj|e®«
tlve” criteriona

A eomntry which is disadvantaged by an

objective criterion will still feel that it has been
discriminated against for political reasons» It is there™
for® necessary to be aware of these foreign policy impli
cations of any criterion and to direct them toward desired

goals»
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